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T702377CEE  8/02/07  15:11  Page 2he Caribbean region is on our radar screens!
For usatthe European Commission, thisisa callto  action stations’:
a high priority demanding a careful focus at all levels of manage 
ment. Neither the sheer size nor the geographical distance of the region can
justify any distraction from the goal.
This is the status of the Caribbean today. Not because there is a long term emer 
gency. Far from it, the contrary is true. The region is on the edge of a dramatic
upsurge in development and shows all the potential it needs to achieve this. It’s
like horses champing at the bit, just before the start of a race. That’s indeed the
situation today.
Unfortunately the assets that make the region a strong one are also the ones
that make it fragile. Some time ago, I read a story about the Caribbean called
“Dancing on the Edge of the Hurricane”. A crystal clear image that tells much
more than a picture. And this doesn’t just mean that the Caribbean Islands are
exposed to the devastating impact of extreme weather, storms or volcanoes.
It also illustrates, very precisely, their geo political position at the interface
between two major areas subject to  tumultuous economic and political growth.
Two areas that find their meeting point, their point of confrontation in the
Caribbean. This is the main reason for the tension and restlessness in the social
and political fabric of these islands.
This situation calls for special attention and a very delicate touch!
Investing in a big hotel or a tourist village in the Greek Islands doesn’t pose the
same challenges as the same investment in the Caribbean. There are no hur 
ricanes in the GreekIslands. Building costs, security measures, warning systems,
transport – everything is different, reflecting different needs and often more
expensive ones. But, even so, tourism (eco compatible of course) is a winning
asset: a goldmine for Caribbean growth. And most of the governments of the
region are going down thisroad the rightway. Supportfor tourism isprominentin
many recently approved or imminent policies, all of them sensibly conceived in
the same way as their efforts to modernise trade legislation and the laws on
foreign investment.
A second trump card is manufacturing industry. The Caribbean as it is now will
not go down in history as an industrial power; but the sector exists. It attracts
attention and investment and shows vibrant levels of vitality and technical
T
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capability, starting from the manufacturing sub sector of the energy industry.
And don’t imagine that this is an easy task, given the size of the technical chal 
lenges that confront this sector. 
We are notlooking atthe situation through rose tinted glasses. The Caribbean is
still paying a heavy price for the collapse of the traditional monoculture sugar
production and trading circuit. In some countries unemployment far exceeds
crisis levels, but we sense a strong capacity to react.
On the other hand the service sector, with the exception of offshore finance, is
weaker. And a much bigger effort is needed to enhance transport and telecom 
munications, a vital element of life and growth in any group of islands.
Development of the service sector always follows industrial growth, never the
other way round. 
It is not my intention to send a message saying  all is well on the Titanic’. There
are alerts, often major ones, and we all pay the price of their impact. By this
I don’tjustmean the socio economicdifficultieswhich monopolise the concerns
of many governments in the region. I mean, for example, the fight against
HIV/AIDS and other lethal transmissible diseases still ravaging the islands. But
localdoctorsare welltrained, manyofthem having gained their qualificationsin
the best universities of the western hemisphere. There is a commendable effort
to achieve adequate hospital standards of hygiene, in addition to which the
introduction of minimum standards of health and hygiene in the slum areas of
the larger cities is a major priority.
This is the goal the European Commission has set for its development policy,
with the support of the governments of the region who are showing their com 
mitment to the goal. This is also the spirit of our Communication on the
Caribbean, already approved by the European Union, which guides our policy in
the region. I would prefer to spare you the tired old phrase: “a lothasbeen done,
a lot is being done, but there is still a long way to go”. Not because it would be
untrue (it’s true!), but because I am ready to wager thatyou’re tired of hearing of
it and, what’s more, I’m tired of writing it. Let’s say we feel that all the precondi 
tions exist for a new and stable period of growth.
Thisiswhatwe mean when we saythatthe Caribbean region isbackon our radar
screens!
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Council, adopted the Council Conclusions on the EU Caribbean Partnership in
Annex.
ANNEX
1. The Council recalls the strong historic ties and longstanding partnership
between Europe and the Caribbean countries(*) and reaffirmsitscommitment
to existing EU agreements with the Caribbean, notably the revised Cotonou
Agreement, the EU LAC process and associated EU financial instruments. 
2. The Council reaffirms the ambition of a mutually beneficial partnership
between the European Union and the Caribbean region based on equalityand
ownership and recallsitsambition ofworking with the Caribbean to tackle the
challenges it faces to transforming them into opportunities with the primary
aim of poverty eradication in its multidimensional aspects, including achiev 
ing the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and supporting the countries
that aim to join the ranks of the developed states by 2020 in the context of
sustainable development. 
3. The Council recalls the unique identity of the Caribbean region, its prominent
role within the ACP group ofstates, the importantrole ofCARICOM/CARIFORUM
and the close links with some Member States through the French DOMs and
the UK and the Netherlands OCTs. 
4. The Council acknowledges the challenges faced by the Caribbean and notably
the unique vulnerability of Small Island Developing States (SIDS), and there 
fore the need for a tailor made policy approach. 
5. The Council considers that the importance of the EU partnership with the
Caribbean region also needs to be seen in the context of the wider strategic
partnership between the EU and Latin America and the Caribbean (EU LAC
process). In thisregard the Councilnotesthatthe EU LACSummitofMay2006
in Vienna is an opportunity to enhance the evolving relationship between the
Caribbean Region and the EU. 
Council Conclusions   | 7
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6. The Council emphasises that the EU Caribbean Partnership will be based on
shared principles of democracy, good governance, rule of law, universal
human rights and gender equality. Within the EU Caribbean Partnership we
work together in the fight against poverty, and global threats to peace, secu 
rity and stability. The Council emphasises, that the EU Caribbean Partnership
will be based on 3 dimensions:
> shaping a politicalpartnership based on in depth politicaldialogue, uni 
versalvaluesand principlesand Caribbean ownership, including democ 
racy, human rights, good governance, support to the civil society and
peace & security,
> addressing the socio economic and environmental vulnerabilities, and
supporting regional integration;
> supporting social cohesion and combating poverty, inequality, HIV/AIDS
and drugs through coherent development assistance.
7. The Council welcomes the Commission Communication on “An EU Caribbean
partnership for growth, stability and development” and agrees it will focus
attention on the areas set out below:
EU-Caribbean Political Partnership 
8. Strengthening the politicaldialogue and shared principleswith Caribbean polit 
ical and civil society leaders and with the CARICOM/CARIFORUM, including
DOMs and OCTs, to share views on issues of common concern and to support
each other in the multilateral framework working towards an effective multilat 
eralism with the UN at its centre, and to jointly address issues which require
close political cooperation such as migration, and problems like the fight
against illegal trafficking of human beings, international crime and terrorism. 
9. Redoubling our efforts to stem regional illegal trafficking, in particular drug traf 
ficking, the illicitflow ofweapons, including smallarms, moneylaundering, and
providing support for border management controls. In this respect, the Council
welcomes the coordination efforts made by the Dublin group and advocates
synergy with the Members States’ actions in the fight against drug trafficking.
The Council also highlights the efforts of the Caribbean Financial Action Task
Force (CFATF) in preventing and controlling money laundering and in combating
the financing of terrorism.
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CARIFORUM to provide specific assistance to fragile states, to support post
conflict reconstruction in accordance with the United Nations, and to
encourage further initiatives such as electoral monitoring and special
missions for the resolution of political issues. In this regard, the Council
welcomes the decision of CARICOM to re establish a comprehensive co 
operation with Haiti.
11. Recognising that good governance is based on credible, efficient institu 
tions, the EU will support good governance and the strengthening of key
institutions such as parliaments, the judicial and public financial manage 
ment systems, and promote transparency, accountability and the effective
exchange of information between authorities in order to fight corruption. 
12. Promotion and protection of human rights, including the effective imple 
mentation ofInternationalHuman RightsConventions, aswellasfundamen 
talfreedomsand respectfor the rule oflaw and supportto the growth ofplur 
alistic participatory democracy in the Caribbean region. In this respect, the
positive role of civil society, especially NGOs, is important for the effective
implementation of this partnership. 
Social cohesion and combating poverty
13. The primary objectives of Community cooperation in the Caribbean for the
period 2007 2013 shall be the eradication of poverty, inequity and social
imbalances. Better social cohesion needs to be achieved by reducing un 
employment, income generation and building up socialsecuritynetworksas
well as addressing both the positive and negative impacts of migration.
Support needs to be directed to the development of human resources par 
ticularly through secondary and higher education in accordance with the
specific needs of each country. Furthermore, special attention should be
paid to health care issues including HIV/AIDS and the problem of drugs.
The Council also recalls the important role of culture.
14. Our development cooperation should be based on the Caribbean countries’
own needs, strategies, priorities and assets. Therefore the Council invites
the Commission, in association with the Member States, to cooperate with
Council Conclusions   | 9
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Caribbean countries in the elaboration of coherent national and regional
development strategies and expresses its support to gradually align all EU
aid to these strategies. 
15. The Council reconfirms that all efforts should be in line with the European
Consensus on Development defining the objectives and principles for the
Community's development cooperation and highlighting the importance of
policy coherence for development, and be implemented in accordance with
the commitments in the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, aimed at
improved donor coordination and harmonisation and alignment to recipient
country systems. 
Socio-economic and environmental challenges
16. Recognising the challenges an increasingly interdependent and globalised
world poses for the particularly vulnerable, small, open economies of the
Caribbean, the Council reiterates the importance of supporting the
Caribbean countries in their efforts at structural reforms, tackling unsustain 
able debtsand economicdiversification. The Councilacknowledgesthe spe 
cific needs due to the erosion of preferences and reforms of the banana and
sugar marketsand recallsthe EU Action Plan on accompanying measuresfor
Sugar Protocol countries affected by the reform of the EU sugar regime(**).
17. The Council recalls the potential of regional trade and economic integration
in the context of CARICOM, including the important relations with DOMs and
OCTs. EU Caribbean co operation at the national level should support and
reflect the dynamic towards greater regional integration. The promotion of
interconnectivity will support this process. 
18. The Council welcomes the launch of the Single Market which is the first com 
ponentofthe CARICOM Single Marketand Economy(CSME) with a firstgroup
of members. The support of the CSME and the successful conclusion of the
Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) as instruments for development will
be privileged areas of cooperation, as they are crucial to foster smooth and
gradualintegration ofthe region in the globaleconomyand for a sustainable
** SEC/2005/61 of 17 January 2005.
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to timely conclusion of the EPA negotiations to allow their entry into force by
1
stJanuary 2008.
19. To utilize the potential of sustainable economic development in the region,
supportto the private sector, especiallysustainable tourism isseen asbeing
vital. Furthermore, cooperation for the elaboration of sustainable energy
policies and diversification of energy sources need to be strengthened. In
this regard, the Council emphasises the potential of renewable energies in
environmental and also economic terms, as well as of regional cooperation
in the sharing technologies and experiences. 
20. The Council notes the manifold environmental challenges to the Caribbean
countries, especially as one of the most disaster prone areas in the world.
Therefore, particular attention should be paid to natural disasters and envir 
onmental challenges that are vital, including land use, land and natural
resources management, deforestation, climate change, waste management
and the maritime environment. 
21. In thisregard, the Councilwelcomesthe activitiesofUNEP in these fieldsand
underlines its commitment to supporting the region in building up institu 
tional capacities for environmental management, the sustainable manage 
ment of natural resources and in increasing the region’s capacity in Natural
Disaster Management at all levels. Emphasis should be laid on the integra 
tion into development programming of risk reduction, preparedness, early
warning, amongst others through improved weather forecast radar systems,
prevention and mitigation, as well as on post disaster management related
programming. Specifically rehabilitation, recovery and reconstruction
require strengthening through new and faster disbursing arrangements.
Follow-up 
22. The Council invites all parties to ensure the effective follow up of these con 
clusions. The Council will build on existing mechanisms to monitor and
review progress on the implementation, in consultation with Caribbean
Partners. The Commission is invited to report on progress within the field of
community competence. The contribution of EU Heads of Missions in the
area is welcomed. 
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1. Introduction
Europe has strong historic ties with the Caribbean region, while EU member
states still have close links with the region, notably through the French DOMs,
and the particular relationship between the UK and the Netherlands and the
OCT’s(
1). Moreover the Caribbean’s prominent role within the ACP group of
states and its inclusion within the Cotonou Agreement constitute the basis of its
special relationship with the EU. The EU Caribbean partnership also needs to be
seen in the contextofthe wider EU LACstrategicpartnership forged between the
EU, Caribbean and Latin American Statesattheir firstjointSummitin Rio in 1999.
The present Caribbean Communication(
2), covering the Caribbean ACP states(
3),
is founded on the principles of the EU development policy, the 2005 European
Consensus(
4), and the Cotonou Agreement(
5), and buildson over 30 yearsofco 
operation experience. The Communication – promoting an ethos of equality,
partnership and ownership – outlines the future policy for EU Caribbean rela 
tions. The objective is a strong mutually beneficial partnership on the inter 
national scene within which the two sides will worktogether towards the shared
ideals of democracy and human rights and in the fight against poverty and
global threats to peace, security and stability. The EU will also assist the
Caribbean to achieve the region’sdevelopmentobjectivesand to respond to the
many specific challenges facing the region. In enhancing the Caribbean’s own
reform and development agenda, the objectives of the EU’s approach are based
on three dimensions:
> Shaping a political partnership based on shared values
> Addressing Economic and environmental opportunities and vulnerabilities
> Promoting social cohesion and combating poverty
PART I
(1) “Départements d’ Outre Mer”. In the Caribbean, France has 3 DOMs, namely Guadeloupe,
French Guyana and Martinique. The DOMs, as the rest of the outermost regions, form an
integral part of the EU.
(2) This Communication and all its annexes.
(3) Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, Bahamas, Belize,Dominica, The Dominican Republic,
Grenada, Guyana Haiti, Jamaica, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent and the Grenadines,
Suriname, and Trinidad and Tobago, who are signatories to the Cotonou Agreement and Cuba
which is a member of the ACP group but is not a signatory to Cotonou.
(4) European Consensus on Development, (July 2005), COM (2005) 311.
(5) ACP EU Partnership Agreement signed in Cotonou on 23 June 2000, and revised in 2005. 
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The EU’s Caribbean strategy is articulated around a shared vision of the future
based on a history of shared values, in parallel with full optimisation of the
opportunities of the Cotonou Agreement. On the one hand the EU’s overarching
development objective is to assist all the countries in the Caribbean region to
achieve their long term development goals in a self sustaining manner, and in a
climate of security and stability. This includes also supporting those Caribbean
countries aiming to join the ranks of the developed states by 2020, upon the
expiry of the current Cotonou Agreement. On the other hand, the Commission
believes that EU  Caribbean partnership can address economical and political
strategic issues of mutual interest at international level. (e.g.: peace, fight
against drug trafficking, multilateralism.)
The objective of the EU Communication on the Caribbean is to highlight how
the challenges facing the Caribbean can be transformed into opportunities by
focusing on the right  policy mix’. Specifically, a structured political dialogue
with the region and mutually agreed strategic policy objectives to be supported
through the existing EU development cooperation and instruments must be
used more effectively alongside Caribbean endeavours to further develop its
potentials and to prevent the region from becoming a pole of insecurity. This
can best be achieved by ensuring that the EU encourages long lasting socio 
economic growth in the Caribbean. In parallel, by promoting good governance
in the financial, tax and judicial areas and assisting in areas such as counter 
ing organised crime, migration and drug trafficking, the EU can prevent the
Caribbean from becoming a fragile region. Leadership and local responsibility
at the Caribbean level are crucial.
3. Challenges facing the Caribbean
The geo political challenges
An important challenge is for the Caribbean to build the right balance in its rela 
tionship with different hemispheric partners, notably with the US, Brazil and
Venezuela. Most Caribbean countries work at maintaining a well balanced rela 
tionship with bigger countries in the larger region. Given the differences that
exist in the hemisphere, maintaining a balance that respects the interests of the
Communication from the Commission   | 15
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small island states – without excluding the region from the major economic
developments – is a major challenge.
The EU stands behind the Caribbean objective to build regional unity in the
Caribbean, with CARICOM(
6) being the axis of integration and CARIFORUM(
7) of
cooperation. A second objective is to develop links between the Caribbean and
the wider region, including Central and Latin America. Central and Latin America
offer extensive opportunities for the Caribbean but are also competitors in some
commodity sectors. There are cases of territorial disputes among countries of
these regions.
The EU, through the DOMs is present in the Caribbean. As part of the wider inte 
gration process, cooperation between the ACP Caribbean grouping and the
DOMs and OCTs should be reinforced.
In order to reinforce the outward looking integration process the EU will focus on
the EU LAC strategic partnership. Overall the regional network of groupings can
strongly reinforce interaction and synergy which should lead to the eventual
smooth integration of the region into the world economy.
Socio economic and environmental challenges
The Caribbean is composed of small mostly island states with small, open but
fragile economies, in manycasesbased on a smallnumber ofcommodities, and
located in an area notoriously prone to natural disasters. The insular nature of
mostofthe Caribbean isperhapsthe single mostimportantfactor creating limita 
tions to the efforts of integration in the region and also adversely affecting the
cost of energy, transport, communications and trade.
The Caribbean region asa whole hasachieved significantlevelsofhuman devel 
opment, although there are significant differences in development within the
region as it includes both Middle (MIC) and Low (LIC) income countries as well
(6) CARICOM: Caribbean Community. Members are Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, Bahamas,
Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Montserrat, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia,
St Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, and Trinidad and Tobago.
(7) Caribbean Forum of ACP States: Members are all the members of CARICOM, except
Montserrat, plus the Dominican Republic and Cuba.
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2005 wasestimated at3640 US$, however, since the 1970s, the average growth
in the region has been slowing down in each decade(
8). To varying degrees, all
the countries in the region remain vulnerable to both economic and natural
shocks and face common socio economic and environmental challenges includ 
ing reduced social cohesion and in some cases significant poverty as in Haiti,
Guyana and some OECS countries, unemployment particularly of youths and
displaced agricultural workers, migration and brain drain, a relatively high rate of
HIV/AIDS, slow rates of diversification from traditional sectors and productivity
and competitiveness problems, high levels of indebtedness, the need for eco 
nomic reforms and restructuring of the public sector. Environmental challenges
include naturaldisasters, climate change and managementofnaturalresources.
Behind economic and social problems security and stability are also under
threat from political and in some cases ethnic tensions, criminality, drugs and
related crime and armed violence.
The Caribbean is a region at a crossroads. Bold leadership initiatives are
required if the region is to face all these challenges. In spite of what may appear
at first glance from economic indicators and of the ambition of some countries
to achieve the status of developed countries by 2020, there are concerns that
some Caribbean states may slip from Middle Income to Low Income status if
stepsare nottaken to reverse economictrendsand to define securityand stabil 
ity strategies that will take fully into account the emerging global realities and
address the challenges and opportunities ahead.
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TO OPPORTUNITIES 
Whereas the EU was seen as the answer to the problems of the Caribbean ten
years ago, today there is a perception that the EU Caribbean relationship is
strained, a situation also affected by unavoidable changes in preferential trad 
ing arrangements and difficulties, both in the delivery and absorption, aspects
of development co operation. The common challenge for the EU and Member
States is to address this perception. The ultimate aim of the EU is to assist the
Caribbean to positively respond to the challenges in the region. In doing so, the
EU strategy is articulated around three axes: Shaping a political partnership
based on shared values, addressing economic and environmental vulnerabil 
itiesand promoting socialcohesion and combating poverty. In working on these
objectives collectively the EU can assist the Caribbean in its quest to fully trans 
form into a region of opportunity.
4. Shaping a political partnership based on shared values
A strong political partnership between the EU and the Caribbean – founded on
shared values – is central to further enhancing EU Caribbean relations and
responding collectively to the political challenges facing the Caribbean region.
In developing this political partnership, more time needs to be devoted to such
dialogue, both locallyand atthe regionalinternationalfora. In the Caribbean the
EU will prioritise its relations with CARIFORUM in order to cover a wide range of
issues of importance to both sides including the consolidation of democracy,
human rights, gender equality, social cohesion and decent work opportunities,
security, stability, conflict prevention, migration, drugs and regional integration.
Thisnew politicaldialogue willalso interface with civilsocietyso asto ensure all
voices in society are listened to.
The biannual EU LAC Summit is a major opportunity for EU Caribbean political
dialogue at the highest level for addressing the evolving relationship between
the Caribbean, its geographical neighbours and the EU. In line with the EU’s
political priority in the Caribbean, a new political dialogue will commence at the
forthcoming EU Caribbean Troika meeting in Vienna in May 2006.
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will be an opportunity to move forward on issues of common concern including a
focus on the wider regional integration process, the consolidation of democracy,
human rights, social cohesion and decent work opportunities, security, stability,
conflict prevention and drug trafficking. Political dialogue can also be of particular
use for peace building and peacefultransformation policiesin Haiti, while the door
is always open for political dialogue with Cuba on areas where relations and sup 
portcan be further enhanced within the frameworkofthe Common Position adopt 
ed in 1996 and which hasunderpinned the EU’spolicyapproach towardsCuba(
9).
Security has become a major priority worldwide in recent times as many coun 
tries have been victims of terror attacks. Ensuring security and the rule of law,
with equity, justice and fullrespectfor human rights, are now fullyrecognised as
fundamental, shared prioritiesbetween the EU and the Caribbean region. To this
end the EU and the Caribbean will cooperate in addressing security threats,
including non proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), illicit Small
Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) and combating terrorism.
The EU should increasingly use regional and national development strategies
and instrumentsto addressthe root causesofinsecurity, instabilityand conflict,
which include poverty, inequality and lack of social cohesion. Especially in cer 
tain fragile states that risk slipping from middle to low income status, a culture
of conflict prevention needs to be developed and fostered. Caribbean states
themselves must also take responsibility for this task. To this end, CARICOM/
CARIFORUM is encouraged to continue initiatives on the political front, such as
electoral monitoring and special missions for the resolution of political issues
which will be further supported by the EU in future.
Good and effective governance is recognised by the Caribbean as a crucial pre 
requisite for sustainable development and is another of EU’s guiding principles,
as outlined in the 2003 Communication on Governance and Development(
10).
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(10) Commission Communication on Governance and Development, Brussels, 20.10.2003;
COM (2003) 615 final.
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tions – such as parliaments, the judiciary system and public financial manage 
ment systems – both at national and regional level. The EU will systematically
support these key institutions as central elements of the EU governance priority
in the Caribbean. However, it is recognised that governance is not only about
institution building, but also about appropriate policies and adequate legal and
regulatoryframeworks, both in the economic, socialand politicalsphere. The EU
will, therefore, continue to promote transparency and effective exchange of
information between authorities in order to fight corruption as well as corporate
and financial malpractices. The EU will also promote good governance in the
financial, tax and judicial areas.
The EU is committed to accelerating the process of ratification of the UN
Convention againstInternationalOrganised Crime and the UN Convention against
Corruption. Moreover the EU will encourage the adoption and implementation of
international standards relating to the prevention and the fight against money
laundering, terrorism, tax fraud and tax avoidance. The EU will also address the
limited institutional and technical capacity of Caribbean countries to deal with
organized crime and drugs in an effective and comprehensive manner, through
the development of internal strategies as well as capacity building.
Actions will include:
> Conducting an enhanced political dialogue within the EU CARIFORUM and the
EU LAC contexts on a broad range of issues of common concern;
> Actions to support good and effective governance;
> Enhanced co operation in international fora.
5.  Addressing economic and environmental
opportunities and vulnerabilities
In an increasingly interdependent and globalised world, a major objective of EU
developmentpolicyisto assistdeveloping countriesto better harnessthe global 
isation process. Therefore coherence between EU trade policy and EU political
dialogue with the Caribbean mustbe further harnessed in order to develop viable
economicmodelsfor the region. To thatend the EU willstronglysupportthe com 
pletion and operation of the Caribbean Single Market and Economy (CSME) as
both an element of regional integration and the establishment of the EPA with
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regionalinstitutionsand organsin view ofguaranteeing the smooth operation of
the single market. Additionally, the Special Development Fund (SDF) and the
Regional Development Fund can help facilitate the Caribbean Single Market and
Economy. Several countries, including among the OECS are set to directly bene 
fit from such solidarity based instruments.
A well defined and credible integration agenda and functioning internal market
are the necessary pillars for a successful outcome of the EPA negotiations which
started in April2004. The EPA processwillsupportCaribbean regionalintegration
and provide rules based framework to help increase competitiveness, diversify
exports and create regional markets thereby contributing to sustainable econom 
ic development. It will also facilitate adjustment, including its social dimension,
to trade policy reforms and address the significant issue of reducing currently
high levels of budgetary dependence upon import revenues. This integration
process is of strategic importance to the future of the economy of the Caribbean
region. The development dimension should be further strengthened so as to bet 
ter help the Caribbean region achieve strategic targets of global competitiveness.
The EU will step up its trade related assistance to the Caribbean in order to
strengthen in country and regional trade policy and negotiation capacity, to
assist countries with negotiation and implementation of the WTO agreements
and the EPA, as well as other concurrent trade negotiations. The EU will also
encourage the development of customs and trade facilitation measures and use
of international standards. The removal of current barriers to intra regional trade
and investment and the establishment of more stable, transparent and pre 
dictable rules and reliable institutions will contribute significantly to the growth
of national and regional economies.
In thiscontextkeyto successfuleconomicdiversification and structuralreform is
the establishment and effective implementation of national long term strategies
by the region and the governments of the Caribbean states – with the private
sector, including social partners fully involved in the design of such strategies.
The EU will assist, if required, in the elaboration of such national strategies. The
key to a successful strategy will depend on whether it manages to support the
private sector in a real and meaningful way as the engine of economic progress.
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size enterprises that are expected to be the driving force behind sustainable
growth and job creation. The key objective of the EU will be to support the cre 
ation of the right environment for business development as well as for research
and development and the ICT technologies within the region.
The region's generally small open economies are especially vulnerable to global
marketforcesand in particular to changesaffecting the stabilityoffinancialmar 
kets. This is why, the development of financial services in this region has to go
parallel with the development of an appropriate regulatory framework, notably
in order to prevent and combat corporate and financial malpractices. In the
cooperation with the Caribbean, ACPsand OCTs, the EU willsupportgood govern 
ance in the financial, tax and judicial areas, in particular with regard to trans 
parency and effective exchange of information for tax purposes. This issue will
also be addressed in the context of Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs).
The European Investment Bank can also play a vital part in ensuring successful
economic transition in the region. In effect this means supporting efforts on
structural reforms and economic diversification from traditional sectors to
higher added value products and services.
Interconnections in and between the regions must be supported (regional air 
ports, ports and ICT). This requires throughout the region closer coordination of
transport policies and services and serious supply side reforms (e.g. the air
transport sector). Safety aspects in the air and maritime transport are also of
increasing importance.
On Energy particular emphasis will be placed on renewable energies. Therefore,
the EU will promote cooperation within the wider Caribbean region in order to
share best practices on how best to diversify energy sources.
All EU aid, irrespective of source or instrument, should be channelled in a coher 
ent way and will be committed in full coherence within single national develop 
ment strategies. For EU development aid this will apply to development cooper 
ation as well as all commodity specific instruments, including sugar and
bananas, which, depending on the specificities of each country, aim to promote
competitiveness, assist economic diversification and provide for the social fall 
out from major changes in these traditional sectors.
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region, the countries and, particularly, the poorer part of the local population.
The linksbetween environmentand socio economicdevelopmentwillbe high 
lighted in EU support to the region. In addition to natural disasters, Caribbean
states face many environmental challenges including land degradation, defor 
estation, scarce water resources, fish stocks management, biodiversity loss,
waste and toxic chemical management and more recently climate change, all
of which impact strongly on the region’s economic and social development.
The EU will continue to support actions to address environmental challenges
and to build capacity in such areas as climate change, mitigation and adapta 
tion, and sustainable natural resource management. The EU will share its
experience in global environmental issues with Caribbean Partners. The EU
will also contribute to increase the region’s capacity in Natural Disaster
Management at all levels, with emphasis on risk reduction, preparedness,
early warning, prevention and mitigation. Specifically rehabilitation, recovery
and reconstruction require strengthening through new and faster disbursing
arrangements involving pre committed funding.
Actions will include:
> Support for the completion of the Caribbean Single Market and Economy;
> Support regional integration at the CARICOM level and strengthened regional
cooperation at the CARIFORUM level and among CARIFORUM, DOMs and
OCTS;
> Successful pursuit and conclusion of the negotiations to achieve an EU 
CARIFORUM EPA by 2008, including trade related assistance and support
to good governance in the financial, tax and judicial area;
> Support to structural reforms and broadly defined economic diversification,
including interconnection and energy, and support to the Private Sector 
and Civil Society;
> Support for addressing natural disasters and other specific environmental
challenges.
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6.  Promoting social cohesion and combating poverty
Tackling the major vulnerabilities in the Caribbean will help the region to both
improve economic competitiveness and ensure better socio economic cohe 
sion. Specific emphasis will be put on preventing further social imbalances and
environmental pressures. Moreover concerted efforts will be taken in order to
tackle migration and reduce unemployment. Allofthese effortsmustbe pursued
in a coordinated fashion within a coherent strategy.
There are pockets of extreme poverty in the Caribbean region, despite the fact
thatCaribbean countriesare generallyscoring wellon the MDGs. The EU willsup 
port the efforts of the Caribbean to respond to chronic poverty through support
strategies aimed at improving sustainable basic livelihood. The EU will support
national strategies encompassing inter alia (i) support to social safety nets and
(ii) support to income generation for the poorest in rural, semi urban and urban
areas. In supporting this objective, the EU will continue to prioritise the work of
civil society in the Caribbean.
Support to tackle HIV/AIDS as well as other important endemic health problems
in the region is a priority for the Caribbean. To this end the EU will continue to
replenish the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, while the EU
already has developed a Communication on combating HIV/AIDS(
11). 
Regarding health care issues more generally, the EU will support the regionalisa 
tion of co operation between health services in the region. The strengthening of
health care systems throughout the region, with special emphasis on human
resources and fair access and funding to health services, by increasingly work 
ing in line with sector wide approaches and sector budget support, will be
among the EU priorities.
In the area of drugs, EU activity will be focused on the development and imple 
mentation of regional and national strategies addressing both the supply and
demand reduction aspects of the problem and the associated issues of drug
related crime and armed violence which is on the rise in the region. It is neces 
sary to strengthen regional co ordination of the various drug control pro 
grammesbyreinforcing relevant, sustainable regionalinstitutions. The long term
(11) COM (2005) 654 final.
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opment strategies as well as into the social, economic and political fabric of the
Caribbean. Firstand foremost, the EU willfocuson a drug prevention policy, with
emphasis on education and awareness. With respect to demand reduction, the
EU will support the region’s efforts to increase levels of surveillance, training,
structures (both legal and operational), and co ordination in order to reduce
demand for drugs. On the supply side the EU will support the region’s efforts to
deepen its involvement in the international fight against drugs especially in
strengthening co ordination and cooperation with Latin American countries.
The focus on education is also key to pulling sections of society out of the  pov 
ertytrap’, byproviding skillsnecessaryfor economicdiversification in areassuch
as the service sector. Working towards human resource and knowledge based
growth will also support the objective of improving social mobility for those
adversely affected by the ills of structural reform and economic transition. Brain 
drain, socio economicalienation and weaksocialcohesion are realitiesfor many
in the Caribbean region. Providing the skill base and  know how’ to take advan 
tage of economic diversification will be a key EU mechanism for overriding the
social and socio economic challenges faced today. The EU has long played an
important role in supporting education in the Caribbean, especially at second 
ary, tertiary and University level. This co operation will continue and be en 
hanced. Following on from the Guadalajara EU LACSummit, the EU isprioritising
the creation ofa Common Higher Education Area between Europe, Latin America
and the Caribbean.
Actions will include:
> Prioritising social cohesion and poverty reduction in development actions;
> Support to battle against HIV/AIDS and other endemic health problems;
> Enhanced cooperation in combating drugs, at the demand and supply level,
and drug related crime;
> Human resources development to support economic diversification and
reducing poverty and social exclusion.
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Coordinated efforts are needed from both the EU and Caribbean side, drawing
on the long experience of the past, in order to build a more structured and
mature cooperation better adapted to the specificities of the Caribbean region.
A number of structural problems impact on aid mobilisation and are also a
source of tension in EU Caribbean relations. The Caribbean countries benefit
from EDF funding and also from a number of other budgetary instruments but
there has been insufficient coherence and complementarity among the various
strategies governing the use of these instruments and the range of actions
funded. Additionally, the existence of a large number of small projects covering
a wide range of sectors, in combination with often cumbersome procedural
requirements, places an unmanageable burden on small and weaknational and
regional implementing bodies and government institutions. This is also a prob 
lem for the EC Delegations in the region. 
Regionaland NationalSupportStrategiesshould have a higher degree ofcoher 
ence and the resulting Regionaland NationalIndicative Programmesshould, as
much as possible, be mutually reinforcing. The principle of subsidiarity, reserv 
ing for the national or regional level what is best addressed at each level,
should guide the selection of actions under the RIP and NIPs. Budget Support
at national level, and contribution agreements with regional bodies, should be
utilised as a general rule. Budget support programmes offer many potential
advantages, including encouraging greater ownership, lowering transaction
costs and more effective use of aid. Budget support will also strongly assist
structural transformation especially when delivered in a context characterized
by the existence and implementation of a single sound national or regional
development policy. As a matter of practice budget support will be provided in
parallel with the obligation to provide transparent and accountable financial
and administrative management of development funds.
At the national level, EU assistance will be articulated around a single national
developmentstrategywhich willencompassallECinstrumentsincluding EDF, spe 
cial funding related to bananas, sugar, rice and rum and also all other EC budget
linesand facilities, therebyaddressing manyofthe problemsencountered in com 
modity specific instruments such as the SFA for bananas. At regional level in close
cooperation with the CARICOM/CARIFORUM secretariat, instruments such as the
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duits of the EU regional development assistance in the Caribbean.
Synergies between ACP, OCT and DOM development programmes will be actively
encouraged, as well as with EU programmes involving Latin America.
The European Commission has proposed a simplified structure for the delivery
of the Community’s external assistance geared towards facilitating coherence
and consistency, improving financial and administrative procedures and facili 
tating co financing with other donors. The ECisalso proposing a common format
for a Joint Framework for multi annual planning to be applicable to all EU
Member States(
12).
Moreover, by bringing donor aid within the budgetary framework, budget sup 
port programmes will allow Caribbean governments to have a more optimal mix
between capital and recurrent expenditure. 
Actions will include:
> Promoting the use of single national and regional strategies to govern the use
of all EU development aid irrespective of source or instrument;
> Using Budget Support and Contribution Agreements as the preferred delivery
instruments for development aid;
> Simplifying financial and administrative procedures for aid delivery and 
harmonising programming among EC and Member States.
8.  Conclusions – EU added-value in the Caribbean Region
The EU and the Caribbean have a long standing and strong partnership that is
based on history and shared values. Over the years, this partnership has been
important and beneficial to both sides. The Cotonou Agreement, which runs to
2020, offers a solid basis on which to further strengthen this valued relation 
ship. The many opportunities offered by the Cotonou Agreement need to be
mobilised. The EU and the Caribbean will workas partners in the global effort to
support democracy, universal human rights, peace and stability in the world,
and to combat the scourge of poverty. 
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The Caribbean has embarked on a path of regional integration, wider regional
cooperation, and economicdiversification, restructuring and reform, asa means
towards harnessing the opportunities and minimising the negative effects of
globalisation on itssmalland currentlyvulnerable statesand asa wayto achieve
the Caribbean peoples’ high aspirations of human development. National
Governments, civil society, private enterprise and regional structures in the
Caribbean will obviously carry the responsibility for shaping their own future.
Based on a shared vision of the future, and through an enhanced political part 
nership and the support of actions to address the region’s socio economic and
environmental vulnerabilities and to promote social cohesion and combat
poverty, the EU will be a steadfast partner for the Caribbean in its efforts. The
EU – Caribbean Troika meeting in the contextofthe EU LAC Summitin May2006
will mark the start of a renewed and broad political dialogue.




1. The  overall context,  geo-political dynamics, 
independence to present day
Most of the Caribbean countries(
13) gained independence in the 1960s from
the European colonial powers. Countries were granted independence on an
individual basis even though integration efforts existed since the 1950s, such
as the Caribbean Federation(
14). It was the height of the cold war and all
regions of the world were important to the superpowers jostling for influence,
allies and UN votes.
The region is characterized by a strong diversity in its history and socio/cultural
development and with great disparities in economic development and wealth
distribution; ranging from the impoverished island of Haiti, to the wealthy Turks
and Caicos Islands, and with varied forms of government ranging from Cuba’s
socialism to the stable democracies of the majority of the archipelago.
Several of the smaller islands of the region still retain close links to their former
colonial metropoles in the form of self governing overseas countries and terri 
tories in the case of the Netherlands and the UK and in the form of parts fully
included in the national territory in the case of France.
The early post colonial period was a period of continued strong involvement of
the ex colonial powers which also extended to the economic life of the region,
with the establishment of preferential trade arrangements particularly in the
area of commodities such as sugar, bananas and rum.
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Preferential arrangements with the EU, the US(
15) and Canada(
16), coupled with
above average aid flows, in particular from the former colonial powers resulting
from decolonization sentiments, led to the development of higher standards of
living than the norm in other developing countries.
This period was also characterised by isolationism and an almost exclusive
focusing of external relations on relations with the former European metropoles,
the USA and Canada.
The end of the Cold War in the early 1990s meant that the Caribbean region lost
geostrategic importance. At the same time, there has been a gradual erosion of
preferential trade arrangements, a diminishing of aid and an overall slowdown
in growth which accentuated the fault lines in what is now coming to be seen as
an inherently unsustainable system.
In terms of ranking in the Human Development Index, six countries are placed
in the High Human Development cluster and with the exception ofHaiti, a Least
Developed Country (LDC), the rest are in the Middle Human Development clus 
ter. With the exception ofHaiti the region asa whole iscurrentlyscoring reason 
ablywellin the MDGs. However, there are concernsthatcurrentlevelsofHuman
Development and MDG indicators could be unsustainable.
Although characterized by overall satisfactory levels of human development,
poverty, inequality and reduced social cohesion are a growing reality.
Caribbean countries have experienced serious social problems in recent years.
Indeed, poverty levels range between 8 and 35% with Haiti being the poorest
country of the Hemisphere. Unemployment, inequality and the precarious situ 
ation and rightsofindigenouspopulationsin countriessuch asBelize, Guyana,
Suriname and Dominica further aggravates the socio economic situation.
The Caribbean, with 2.4%, has the second highest incidence of HIV/AIDS after
Sub Saharan Africa. The cost to the region of HIV/AIDS is estimated at 6% of
GDP per annu(
17).
(15) The US Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) 
http://www.ustr.gov/trade_development/preference_programs/CBI/section_index.html
(16) Canada’s CARIBCAN http://canadagazette.gc.ca/partII/1998/19980218/html/sor104 e.html
(17) Haiti is reaching the African average of 5.6% of the population being infected with HIV/AIDS.
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ternal ethnic tensions, criminality, drugs, drug related crime and armed violence.
Internal social, economic, and in some cases political problems are fuelling a
rising migration sapping the region of much needed quality human resources.
Despite an overall trend of declining unemployment in the region especially in
countries like Barbados and Trinidad & Tobago, where it dropped from more
than 20% in the beginning ofthe 1990sto around 10% in the beginning ofthe
year 2000, unemployment rates tend to remain stable in the rest of the
Caribbean region.
The Caribbean is a region at a crossroads. Bold leadership initiatives are
required if the region is to face the political, economic and security challenges.
There are concerns  including within the region – that the Caribbean may slip
from Middle Income to Low Income country status if steps are not taken to
reverse economic trends and to define strategies that will take fully into account
emerging global realities and seize the opportunities ahead.
Regionalism in the Caribbean emerged as a response to overcoming the devel 
opment constraints of small size and is present in various forms from economic/
political cooperation and association to economic and monetary union.
CARICOM dates from the early 1970s(
18). Similarly to other regional organisa 
tions, including the EU, CARICOM had to adjust its original scope and member 
ship to adapt to the very different trade patterns, economic and political struc 
tures in the globalised world of today.
The new regionalism in the Caribbean is one that reflects a shift, towards closer
relationships between the countries of the wider Caribbean and Latin America.
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2.  Partners in a shared vision of the future
The EU and the Caribbean have a long lasting relationship based on the legacy
of history, common values, economic and trade cooperation and an important
volume of trade exchange. Colonisation of the Caribbean mainly by Britain,
France, Spain and the Netherlands dates back to the 17
th Century.
The EU remainsvery presentin the region particularly through itsmember states
who still have close links with the region: France through their DOMs and the UK
and the Netherlands through their OCTs, and through privileged bilateral rela 
tions between individual Caribbean states and EU Member states. Notwith 
standing expressed interest from all sides, effective economic and development
cooperation has not fully materialised to date. While efforts are being undertak 
en in that direction there is clearly a need to do more.
Since the UK accession to the EU the successive EU ACP Conventions have
become the framework for relations between the Caribbean Region and the
European Union.
The present preferential Cotonou ACP Agreement, concluded in 2000 and
revised in 2005, combines a political dimension with trade and development
issues in a single comprehensive framework, which will remain in place until
2020. However, so far the political dimension of Cotonou has remained large 
ly under utilised. At the regional level political dialogue in future will be prior 
itised at the annual CARIFORUM – EU Ministerial meetings, while inter regional
level political dialogue will be intensified at the EU LAC biannual summits in a
troika context.
The Caribbean forum ofACP StatesCARIFORUM(
19) wasestablished in 1990 to pro 
vide a mechanism for the 15 Caribbean ACP statesto manage regionalcooperation
under the Lomé Convention through the EDF. CARIFORUM has grown from a func 
tional cooperation instrument to a forum for political dialogue among the
Caribbean ACP states and contributed to the accession of Haiti into CARICOM
(CARICOM has an economic integration focus) with the future adherence of the
(19) Caribbean Forum of ACP States CARIFORUM comprises: Antigua & Barbuda, Bahamas, 
Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, 
Montserrat, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Suriname and Trinidad
& Tobago. www.cariforum.org
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Secretariatisto be merged with the CARICOM Secretariatreflecting the importance
attached by the CARIFORUM members to deeper regional political cooperation.
The EU LAC strategic partnership links together the EU’s relations with Latin
America and the Caribbean and creates a comprehensive common platform for
dialogue and cooperation on politicaland socio economicissues. Since the first
EU LAC Summit in Rio in 1999, the Summits are key events in this partnership.
The next EU LAC Summit will take place in Vienna in May 2006. This strategic
partnership offers significant opportunities for the Caribbean in their efforts to
expand their relations to the wider Caribbean and Latin America.
CARIFORUM, also including Cuba as a member, provides a useful platform for
strategic political dialogue. The EU’s position on Cuba is governed by the
Common Position adopted in 1996. The essence ofthe EU’spolicytowardsCuba
is based on constructive engagement in the political and economic arena.
Although Cuba was being actively considered for accession to the Cotonou
Agreement in 2003, political developments related to human rights put that
process on hold and have severely strained relations between the two sides.
The EconomicPartnership Agreements(EPAs) are perhapsthe mostinnovative
element of the Cotonou Agreement. Caribbean ACP countries (with the excep 
tion of Cuba), have benefited from preferential market access to the EU under
the Cotonou Agreement and its predecessors. However, trade preferences
alone are not able to provide the development the region needs and the
Caribbean share of EU trade has been in long run decline. Old style preferen 
tial schemes based on assistance to commodities such like bananas, sugar
etc proved that they were not sustainable with international trade. In addition,
liberalisation and trade are phasing out and redefining the rent based struc 
ture ofthe economiesin the Caribbean. In response to this, negotiationson an
EPA with the Caribbean started on 16
thApril2004 after over a year ofACP talks.
The EPA process will build on the current preferences to support Caribbean
regional integration processes and provide a rules based framework to help
increase competitiveness, diversify exports and create regional markets.
Together with the enhancement of trade capacity this new trade regime under
the EPA will contribute to sustainable economic development. It will also
facilitate adjustment, including its social dimension, to trade policy reforms.
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The EU is the biggest grant donor in the Caribbean, both at the national and
regional level. The overall volume of all forms of European Community aid to
the Caribbean since Lomé III is estimated at €2.800 Bn.
The EU strongly supports regional integration in the Caribbean. Regional co 
operation, since Lomé III estimated at a total of €331 M, has progressed
steadily from simple projects benefiting two or three countries prior to 1990s,
to functional cooperation between the entire CARIFORUM group of states aim 
ing at building confidence and fuelling regionalism (1990 – 2000), to genuine
regional integration programmes directly supporting CARICOM, and other
regional institutions, and the completion of the Caribbean Single Market and
Economy, since 2000.
Total allocations on the individual Caribbean countries are around €1.800 Bn
for from Lomé III through to 2007, and have covered a wide range of areas.
Levels of aid vary widely between countries with special emphasis on the
poorer countries of the region and especially Haiti and Guyana. Substantial
commodity related assistance has been provided to the region through the
sugar, banana, rice and rum preferential arrangements, estimated at a total of
€649 M (Sugar €19.477 M, Banana €216 M, Rum €70 M, Stabex €209 M and
Sysmin €134 M)(
20).
However, EC development cooperation has been hampered by a plethora of
intervention sectors, funding instruments and small projects collectively tax 
ing the limited implementation capacityofnationaland CARICOM/CARIFORUM
institutions as well as that of EC competent services.
Strategies implemented through structural measures such as Stabex and the
Special Framework of Assistance to Traditional Banana Suppliers (SFA Budget
line), were not always coherent with the support strategy of the National
Indicative Programme (NIP) of the countries concerned nor were they suffi 
ciently geared towards encouraging increased productivity and diversification.
There was limited coherence between national and regional development pro 
grammes. The Cotonou Agreement, in spite of its substantial innovations, has
not been able to sufficiently address the development cooperation bottle 
necks and the streamlining of various instruments.
(20) See annex III.
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UK s Department for International Development (DFID) is among one of the
most active development partners in the region. In 2004 its estimated budget
in the region was €67 M and the main recipient countries included Montserrat,
Jamaica and Guyana.
A number of Caribbean countries such as Dominica, Haiti, Dominican Republic,
St Lucia, Suriname and Cuba are benefiting from specific French development
aid instruments. French cooperation has mainly been oriented towards economic
and social infrastructure projects and the civil society. 90% of the development
funds – approximately €12 M/year  are channelled towards the so called “Zone
de Solidarité Prioritaire” – Cuba, DR, Haiti and Suriname.
The Federal Government of Germany is another important player in the region
placing emphasis on poverty reduction, environmental and resource protection
and modernisation of the government and society. The total budget in 2003 was
estimated at €35M. Main priority countries were Guyana, DR and Haiti.
The Netherlandshasalso made contributionsin the region, notablyin Suriname
where bi lateral development ties date back to 1975. The Dutch government is
itsmain donor and ismainlyactive in sixsectors, in the field ofgood governance
and in certain long term projects. The total budget in 2003 was estimated at
€24M. The main priority countries were Suriname, Jamaica and Haiti.
Spain is also active in development cooperation with the Caribbean both at bi 
lateraland regionallevels. The totalbudgetin 2004 wasestimated at€54 M. The
main priority countries were DR, Cuba and Haiti.
This listing is not considered exhaustive.
European Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the region has always been signifi 
cant. By the year 2003, the outward stock of European FDI in the Caribbean
region, including Cuba, was estimated at €13.7 Bn.
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The special characteristics of the Caribbean contribute to the vulnerability of
the region and present a certain number of interrelated political, economic
and social challenges and opportunities.
3.1. The geo political challenges
At the EU LAC summit in Rio in 1999, participating countries made a joint
pledge to set up a strategic partnership with a view to forging links in the polit 
ical, economic and social spheres. The Caribbean states are a part of that
strategic partnership and have strong ties with Central America and South
America, enshrined in various agreements and through their membership of
the Association of Caribbean States (ACS).
Caribbean participation in broader hemispheric groupings, including
CARIFORUM, the ACS and the FTAA, together with the creation of an EU 
CARICOM free trade area and the EU LAC strategic partnership will strongly
reinforce the outward looking integration process which should lead to the
eventual smooth integration of the region into the world economy.
The CARICOM members and the Dominican Republic are all established democ 
racies with accountable administrations, free press and stable institutions.
Nevertheless a number of potential issues could overturn this perception of
security and stability with severe implications on economic and social progress.
Internal threats exist in the form of tensions between ethnic groups in some
countries, economic downturn also causes social tension. Issues relating to
unemployment, instability, drugs and related criminality and armed violence,
small arms and light weapon trafficking all negatively impinge on the social
fabric and the political life of the region. External threats exist from territorial
and border disputes between some CARICOM member states and with some
other neighbouring countries.
The advent of globalisation fortifies the need for widening and deepening of the
Caribbean Community itself and for the region to move towards a more outward
looking relation with the Latin American continent. The influence of individual
Caribbean states in international organisations and fora is also quite important.
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Although it is a full member of the United Nations, its role is limited by the fact
that Cuba is not a member of several multilateral institutions such as the IMF,
the WB, IDB (Inter American Development Bank) or the OAS (Organisation of
American States).
With Venezuela, Cuba is promoting a Latin American alliance, the Iniciativa
Bolivariana para lasAmericas(ALBA) which isseen asan alternative to the US 
backed Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). While the FTAA seeks free trade
across the Americas as a whole, the ALBA proposes full integration of Latin
America only, including the elimination of trade barriers.
The EU LAC summits of Rio in 1999, Madrid in 2002 and Guadalajara in 2004
have contributed in further deepening the relations between the Latin America
countries and the Caribbean. The well established relations of Dominican
Republic, a CARIFORUM member, with Latin America countriesare also an asset.
Central and Latin America offer extensive opportunities for the Caribbean but
are also competitors in some commodity sectors and there are cases of terri 
torial disputes among countries of these regions. The EU LAC Summit process
could offer valuable opportunitiesfor politicaldialogue and conflictprevention.
An important challenge here is for the Caribbean to find the right balance in its
relationships between its different hemispheric partners. Most of the Caribbean
countries try to maintain well balanced relations with all big countries in the larger
region where it geographically belongs. Given the differences that exist in the
hemisphere, maintaining a balance respecting the interests of the very small
islands states without excluding the regions from the major economic develop 
ments is a major challenge. In the longer term, the Caribbean has to carefully
consider and prepare for the impact from the evolution of the situation in Cuba.
3.2. Economic challenges
The average GDP per capita for Caribbean countries in 2005 was estimated at
3640 US$. There are however within the region significant differences between
the countries and also significant inequalities in wealth distribution within the
individual countries. The gap between the richest and the poorest countries has
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tended to widen over the last fortyyears and divergence in GDP per capita levels
has been stronger between the Caribbean economies than the Latin American
economies. Nevertheless, the Caribbean has an average income inequality,
measured by the GINI Coefficient at 0.38 which is lower than in Latin America.
Countries such as Haiti, Dominican Republic, and the small island communities
ofSt. Vincent and the Grenadines, Antigua and Barbuda do however suffer from
high levels of inequality than the average Caribbean State(
21).
The insular nature of most of the Caribbean is perhaps the single most impor 
tant factor creating limitations to the efforts of integration of many small
economies in the region and also adversely affecting the cost of energy, trans 
port, communications and trade.
The Caribbean agricultural sector faces real challenges adjusting to structural
changes in the global economy. Even before EU market reforms many traditional
Caribbean exporters of rice, sugar, rum and bananas were structurally in long
term decline under price pressure from more competitive suppliers, and this
in spite of substantial EU aid and trade preferences. Preferential access to arti 
ficiallyhigh EU internalmarketpricesisnota sustainable solution to problems
of competitiveness, but the accelerating transition to a more diversified econ 
omy will be difficult.
Diversification, particularly in rural areas, is a difficult challenge, and requires
a progressive approach. New activities can be developed around the dom 
inant sectors, while simultaneously, if relevant, reinforcing their competitive 
ness and resilience.
According to the IMF, external current account deficits for the Caribbean are
projected to worsen in the short term with the rise in oil prices and rising
imports related to construction activity. Several countries are currently faced
with macro economic challenges, and fourteen Caribbean countries are
among the thirty most indebted countries in the world.
The Caribbean is the most tourism intensive region in the world. Direct and
indirect impacts of tourism account for 18% of total GDP in the region.
However, tourism has not created strong linkages within national economies.
(21) Human Development Report 2005.
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by substantial financial and tax incentives granted by the individual countries
in competition with one another.
The efforts of several Caribbean countries to promote offshore financial centres
have met with problems on two main accounts, namely unfair tax competition
and lack of transparency in several areas, including taxation and security
against money laundering operations. However, offshore business opportun 
ities may still exist in other sectors. There are already several offshore medical
schools in the Caribbean all geared to the US market. If adequately addressed
offshore education should have the potential for further expansion.
Given the geographically dispersed nature of the Caribbean region interconnec 
tion including air, sea and land transport, telecommunications and connectivity
and energy networks is another crucial challenge in regional integration and
economic cooperation but at present lack of progress in this sector constitutes
a major constraint on economic growth(
22).
The challenge ofintegrated regionalmarketsisatthe heartofthe conceptofthe
Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs). This process of integration and of
fostering trade will continue to be accompanied by substantial and increasing
support for building trade capacities and for the implementation of supply side
reforms, as well as the promotion of customs and trade facilitation measures.
The EPA will have to address key challenges such as the dependence of
Governments on unpredictable tariff revenues and integration in a diverse
region. These are not insignificant, but the alternative of increasing isolation
from international markets is the far greater risk to development.
In order to mitigate the differences of economic development that exist among
the members of the CSME the region will benefit internally from a Special
Development Fund, (SDF), operated by the Caribbean Development Bank(CDB)
and the newly established Regional Development Fund ( RDF). The setting up of
this fund aims at supporting development of the less prosperous countries and
regions and innovative strategies to enhance regional competitiveness.
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The Caribbean Single Market component of the CSME was launched in
January 2006 by six Caribbean States: Barbados, Belize, Guyana, Jamaica,
Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago; the OECS countries are expected to join
in the coming months.
To come to grips with the changing international situation countries need to
embark on structural reforms and socio economic transition from their trad 
itional sectors towards higher added value products and services. Several
have already embarked or are considering programmes in public and fiscal
sector reform, macroeconomic stabilisation programmes, economic diversifi 
cation, more effective labour markets, enhanced competitiveness, and a move
to services and knowledge based economies. All these require strategic plan 
ning and investment in many areas, including human resources, energy, and
transport and telecommunications infrastructure.
These reforms need to be intensified and speeded up or, current levels of
development may be unsustainable, resulting in a slippage of some countries
in the region from middle income to low income country status.
The needs are large and beyond the capacity of individual governments and
require external assistance. A regional approach is fundamental to dealing
with these many challenges.
3.3. Social challenges
Economic downturn is making some governments unable to continue deliver 
ing past levels of basic health and education services. Educational attainment
is slowing in many islands and public services are deteriorating(
23).
Human resourceshave alwaysbeen considered asa verysignificantpartofthe
region’s capital. Throughout the region the level of education, from primary
education through to University level, has always been a source of pride. In
recent years there are concerns of a decline in standards based in part on eco 
nomic difficulties and on substantial migration of education professionals
attracted by higher salaries in OECD countries. If the efforts to transform the
economies of the region from primary commodities production to a diversified
(23) See annex IV.
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potential external investment, is to play its role as the motor of growth there
will be an increasing need for a pool of high quality professionals. In this rela 
tion, it is important to remember that brain drain is also a major constraint on
the region’s overall human resources situation.
Unemployed is an endemic concern in the region and unemployment rates
tend to be higher in the banana producing countries between 15% in Jamaica
to more than 20% in the banana producing Windward Islands. One constraint
in the regional approach is the diversity within the region.
Three countries (Cuba, Dominican Republic and Haiti) account for 80% of the
population and have very different development and political situations. With
the exception of Guyana and Suriname, the countries are generally small,
mostly island states with small open economies and located in disaster prone
areas making them inherently vulnerable to man made and natural shocks,
both internal and external.
Improved health care in particular HIV/AIDS is considered key to the region’s
economic development, to its attempt to alleviate poverty and to achieve spe 
cific goals of public health reform and reaching the MDGs and other interna 
tional development commitments. The disparities between countries and the
levels of inequality within countries, including access to health care, points to
the need to place emphasis on both the national and regional level.
The upgrading ofthe health care serviceswould also contribute to improve the
competitiveness of the general tourism product, especially given the targeted
high end of the tourism market and the retiree group as an untapped, but
promising expansion area. It should also be complementary to the inter 
national and national efforts to improve the social protection coverage of
those excluded from existing systems. 
Drugs, associated crime and armed violence are vulnerabilities to be addressed
as it threatens the political and social fabric of Caribbean society and hinders
the creation ofan environmentconducive to investmentand sustainable growth.
The Caribbean is not a drug producing region at this time, but is considered an
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way to drugs destined for Europe as against Central America for drugs to the US.
In recent years a number of strategies to tackle these problems have been
developed in the Caribbean, with US and EU support.
The EU, Commission and a number ofMember States, hasbeen the main finan 
cier of the 1996 – 2001 Regional Plan of Action on Drugs Control   Barbados
Plan of Action (BPA).
Drugs are a major significant issue in the EU LAC strategic partnership. The EU 
LAC Co ordination and Co operation mechanism, based on the principles of
shared responsibility, isa forum for dialogue and co operation between the two
regions on the problem of illicit drug production, consumption and trafficking.
The regional authorities should increase their efforts to plan, co ordinate,
supervise and deliver training related to activities to reduce supply through
institutional strengthening and capacity building. Activities could include, inter
alia, legal, legislative and regulatory frameworks, intelligence sharing among
law enforcementagencies, strengthening ofinstitutions, maritime cooperation,
police and judicial co operation, combating money laundering, the trafficking
of small arms and light weapons and the control of precursors.
3.4. Natural disasters and the environment vulnerability
The Caribbean is currently faced with several structural environmental chal 
lenges such as climate change, and limited and fragile coastal, marine, bio 
diversity, land and freshwater resources.
Nature is a blessing and a curse to the Caribbean region. The natural environ 
ment has contributed significantly to the prosperity of the agricultural sector
and is at the base of the region’s comparative advantage in the tourism sector,
where tourism actually is the product on offer. The vagaries of nature, however,
in the form of hurricanes, earthquakes, volcanic activity and tidal waves, make
the region one ofthe mostdisaster prone areasin the world, entailing high eco 
nomic and social costs.
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Eastern Caribbean countries are among the ten most disaster prone countries in
the world. The impact of natural disasters on small island states is devastating
as in the case of Grenada where the impact of Hurricane Ivan was estimated
at 200% of GDP as compared to 2% average of natural disasters elsewhere
in the world.
Land iscertainlyone ofthe mostlimited resourcesin the Caribbean. Itisthere 
fore the subject of intense pressures from human activities. Poor land use and
land management as well as increasing conflicts for the access to land (for
agriculture, urbanization or other activities) have led to the degradation ofthis
resource. Erosion and land degradation are particularlysevere in coastalareas
and in areas formerly covered by forests.
Deforestation has been intense in the region and forests now only cover less
than 20% of total land area. The ever increasing demand for wood for energy,
housing, or timber exportation, or for land, maintains a high pressure on the
remaining forests. The Caribbean region is also particularly rich in biodiver 
sity, with many endemic species. Local conservation initiatives do exist, but
regional action is needed if biodiversity loss is to be reduced.
Land, forests, biodiversity: all are resources which are under further threat
from climate change. Climate change may have an effect on the vegetation
cover, on the degradation of land or on the coral reefs and marine resources,
therefore affecting agriculture, fishing and even tourism. Its potential effects
on these important sectors for the local economies may have a devastating
impact on local fragile economies. Sea level rise is also threatening coastal
areas, and estimates varying from 30 to 50 cm rise over the next 50 years are
commonly accepted. Climate variability is also higher now and has led to more
severe extreme climatic events like hurricanes and tropical storms.
Water resources are also under heavy pressure. The development of tourism
and of modern agriculture has led to over extraction of water. Some Caribbean
Statesare far below the limitof1000 m3 ofavailable water per capita per year,
under which countries are considered as “water scarce”. Careful and sustain 
able management of this resource is thus an absolute necessity and needs to
be actively promoted.
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agement is usually a critical issue in the Caribbean states. Goods are imported
with their package which remains on the island. The increasing share of non 
biodegradable waste makes it more difficult to set up sustainable waste
management schemes. A great challenge also lies in the way the region can
handle the problem of hazardous waste and toxic chemicals.
Sustainability of the tourism based growth is fragile, because it is often affected
by events outside the region and beyond its control. In only a few hours, one
hurricane can wipe outthe entire tourism industryofone or more smallislands.
Itisalso increasinglybeing challenged byconcernsover the conservation ofthe
environment, by the need to upgrade available health care facilities as well as
by insecurity related to drugs, drugs related crime and armed violence.
4. The EU Strategy
EU – Caribbean relations have suffered from a combination of factors: conflict 
ing urgent and shifting international priorities and demands on both sides, the
changing conditionssurrounding commoditiesofinterestto the region including
sugar, bananas, rice and rum and difficulties in the implementation of aid.
The EU’s overarching development objective is to assist all the countries in
the region to achieve their long term development goals in a self sustaining
manner. This includes the generalized achievement of MDGs and poverty
reduction, the consolidation and building upon the region’s Human
Development achievements and the ambition expressed by some of the
Caribbean MICs to join the ranks of the developed states by 2020, at the
expiry of the current Cotonou Agreement.
The specific identity and characteristics of the Caribbean region, its prominent
role within the ACP group of states and its attachment to the Cotonou
Agreement, constitute the basis of its special relationship with the EU and the
need for a specific policy approach.
The objectives will be achieved through a new enhanced EU – Caribbean
Partnership composed of three interrelated facets, shaping political part 
nership, addressing socio economic and environmental vulnerabilities and
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a major donor in the region, aid effectiveness will be addressed as a cross
cutting issue.
4.1. Shaping political partnership based on shared values
For the EU it is important that the Caribbean region remains attached to the
valuesthatitshareswith the EU and doesnotslip, through benign neglectand
economic difficulties, into a pole of insecurity and instability.
A strong political partnership with the EU, founded on a genuine political dia 
logue willhelp strengthen the Caribbean’sposition on the internationalscene,
and offer opportunities for collaboration in the UN and other international fora
on issues of common interest. Enhanced political dialogue is also a key to
increasing the confidence between the EU and its ACP partners needed to
underpin the move towards greater budget and sector support financing and
away from the traditional project approach.
Regional integration and the forging of alliances with other regions in the
wider Caribbean, including the EU’s French Departments and UK and
Netherlands OCTs constitute key priorities of the region.
The EU is not only a donor of development aid, but also a political and com 
mercial partner, and its relations with its Caribbean partners should include
broad, concrete and constructive political dialogue. Political dialogue is also a
cornerstone of the EU – LAC strategic partnership.
The EU is a strong international partner which can help the Caribbean Region
consolidate its position within the multilateral system and offer an extra
dimension to the close links the region enjoys with North America.
While individual countries have specific needs and national development pol 
icies, growing regionalism in the Caribbean confirms the recognition that
many common problems are best dealt at the regional level.
>  CARICOM is considered the strongest manifestation of regional integra 
tionist will at the political level in the Caribbean.
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>  CARIFORUM isconsidered the EU’smain intermediaryfor the wider levelof
politicaldialogue and functionalco operation in the region. The upcoming
fusion of the Technical functions of the CARIFORUM Secretariat with
the CARICOM Secretariatwillensure an enhanced cooperation and coordi 
nation between the two entities.
Therefore, EU Political dialogue should be pursued at the CARIFORUM/
CARICOM level and the annual EC CARIFORUM ministerial meeting should be
enhanced and broadened to cover issues beyond the narrow purview of
regional cooperation.
The Caribbean has embarked on a path of regional integration, wider regional
cooperation, and economic diversification, restructuring and reform, as a
means towards harnessing the opportunities and minimising the negative
effects of globalisation on its small and currently vulnerable states and as a
way to achieve the Caribbean peoples’ high aspirations of human develop 
ment. National Governments, civil society, private enterprise and regional
structures in the Caribbean will obviously carry the responsibility for shaping
their own future. Based on a shared vision of the future, and through an
enhanced political partnership and the support of actions to address the
region’s vulnerabilities and to promote social cohesion and combat poverty,
the EU will be a steadfast partner for the Caribbean in its efforts.
The EU will also continue and enhance its support to other regional institutions
linked to CARICOM(
24) and promote policies that will encourage the integration
of these institutions as an integral part of the political environment of CARICOM
member states.
The EU will support the enlargement of CARICOM to include other Caribbean
states. Already the DR is considering its participation in the CSME which
could lead eventually to full membership of CARICOM. The long term position
vis à vis Cuba will depend, among other considerations, on the pace of tran 
sition in that country.
Beyond the issue of Cuba, political dialogue will focus on wide ranging issues,
including conflict prevention in Haiti and Guyana. The Presidential and
(24) Including for example the CCJ, UWI, the CTO etc. 
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th of February 2006 in Haiti are an encouraging
step in the direction of the establishment of the democratic life of this country.
The EU will support the region’s own stated policy of widening its links to its
hemisphericneighbourswithin the Caribbean, and in Centraland Latin America.
>  The opportunities for political dialogue offered by the ACS are also to be
considered, especially given the particular status of a number of EU
Member states in that body.
>  The biannual EU LAC Summit is a major opportunity for EU Caribbean
politicaldialogue and substantialeffortsshould be addressed atmaximis 
ing the benefitsfrom the evolving relationship between the Caribbean and
its geographical neighbours. The biannual EU LAC Summits are key
events. They play a vital role in relations between the regions and are a
unique opportunity to move forward on issues of common interest.
For the forthcoming Vienna Summit of 12 May 2006, the EU considers that the
topics covered by the Guadalajara declaration – social cohesion, regional inte 
gration, multilateralism – remain important, but need to be fleshed out further.
The EU also welcomes the organization of a business forum and encourages
social partners and civil society to contribute to the Summit.
Security, stability and conflict prevention are essential prerequisites for sus 
tainable development. Security has become a major priority worldwide in
recent times as many countries have been victims of terror attacks. Ensuring
security and the rule of law, with equity, justice and full respect for human
rights, are now fully recognised as fundamental, shared priorities.
The EU and the Caribbean should cooperate in addressing security threats,
including non proliferation ofweaponsofmassdestruction and their meansof
delivery (WMD), trafficking and spread of illicit Small Arms and Light Weapons
(SALW), illicit drugs trafficking and combating terrorism. They should cooper 
ate to reinforce the role of the UN in the multilateral fight against terrorism,
including through the full implementation of relevant UN Security Council
Resolutions and the UN Convention on Suppression of the Financing of
Terrorism, while ensuring respect for human rights in this context.
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The EU should increasingly use regional and national development strategies
and instruments to address the root causes of conflict, including poverty,
inequality and lack of social cohesion degradation of and access to already
scarce natural resources, ethnic and political violence, weak governance,
human rights abuses and gender inequality. Especially in certain fragile states
a culture of conflict prevention needs to be developed and fostered. Conflict
prevention is an implicit element in regional integration and co operation,
through awareness of common interest and mutual confidence building.
Regional institutions contribute to structure the dialogue and interaction
among members, acting as a peer pressure mechanism. CARICOM has initia 
tives on the political front, such as electoral monitoring and special missions
for the resolution of political issues(
25). The EU will support these efforts and
other bilateral initiatives at conflict resolutions such as the DR Haiti talks. The
EU is a strong international voice in democratic process and has developed
specific expertise in election observation. This tool will be used wherever
necessary in the Caribbean region as a means of conflict prevention.
Good and effective governance is also recognised as a crucial prerequisite for
sustainable development. Central to good and effective governance is the
strengthening of credible institutions – such as parliaments, the judiciary sys 
tem or public financial management and statistical systems – both at national
and regional level. The EU will support institutional capacity building efforts.
Governance, however, is not only about institutions, but also about appropri 
ate policies and adequate legal and regulatory frameworks and effective
involvement of civil society including social partners. The EU should therefore
continue to promote transparency and effective exchange of information
between authorities in order to prevent and combat corporate and financial
malpractices and corruption. It should in particular encourage transparency in
the financial and banking sectors, as well as administrative and judicial co 
operation permitting effective exchange of information.
The EU should sustain and accelerate the process of ratification of the UN
Convention against Corruption, a central part of which is the requirement that
countriesconfiscate and repatriate illicitassets, and uphold the UN Convention
against International Organised Crime. Moreover the EU should encourage the
adoption and implementation of international standards relating to the fight
(25) For example, conflict resolution in Guyana among political parties, election observation in all
its member states.
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encourages its international partners to sign and implement the main inter 
national instruments of crime prevention, like the UN Convention against
TransnationalOrganized Crime and itsprotocolsand the UN Convention against
Corruption. The EU should also address the limited institutional and technical
capacity of Caribbean countries to deal with organized crime and drugs in an
effective and comprehensive manner, through the development of internal
strategies as well as capacity building.
The EU should also continue to promote human rightsand equalopportunities
and protect vulnerable groups, especially women. The EU will support gender
mainstreaming and initiatives on gender equality in order to contribute to the
implementation of the commitments in the MDGs, the Beijing Platform for
Action, the Cairo Programme of Action and the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women.
ACP/DOM/OCT Cooperation: The Caribbean ACPs, the French DOMs and the
UK and Netherlands OCTs are part of the same region and have several con 
verging interests. EU policyisto ensure closer cooperation and policydialogue
between these different entities in the field of trade but also in other areas of
common interest, such as migration, transport, ICT, education, environmental
issues, risk prevention, health, justice and security.
Both Cotonou, EU Member State national legislation(
26) and the Overseas
Association Decision create a favourable environment supporting such a policy
dialogue, yet so far there has been little progress in activating it.
In 2005, the first Clovis Beauregard Conference was held in Martinique, co 
sponsored by the European Commission, to promote ACP/DOM/OCT cooper 
ation. This is a concrete step that should be encouraged in the future.
Therefore and during the next funding period, efforts will be undertaken to co 
ordinate ERDF and EDF financing. Specific funding will be allocated for the
cooperation between the DOM and the ACP/OCT from the ERDF, in the frame 
work of the new objective “Territorial Co operation”, and from the EDF,
respectively. As regards to EPAs and despite their different institutional situ 
ation, the French outermost regions show a growing interest in participating in
the benefits of the agreement as another partner in the region.
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and vulnerabilities
Economically the long term vision is of a region that has achieved a fully inte 
grated economy with strong links to its wider geographic context and beyond.
In an increasingly interdependent and globalised world, a major objective of
EU development policy is to assist developing countries to better harness the
globalisation process, by maximising the benefits derived and minimising the
negative impacts.
In the particular case of the Caribbean, this primarily means to contribute to
their efforts on structural reforms and economic transition from their traditional
sectors towards higher added value products and services and to come to
grips with the changing international situation.
Regional integration will increasingly represent a privileged area of future
cooperation, where the European Union has a major role to play given its own
historic experience.
EU will strongly support the completion and operation of the Caribbean Single
Market and Economy (CSME) as an essential element of regional integration
and for the establishmentofthe EconomicPartnership Agreementwith the EU.
The recent openness of the Dominican Republic to become a member of the
CSME even though it is not a full member of CARICOM represents perhaps
another opportunity for the EU to assist the region in creating the conditions
for such a major and challenging integration milestone to succeed. The EU will
contribute to strengthening and streamlining of existing regional institutions
and organs in view of guaranteeing the smooth operation of the single market.
The introduction of the single market by several CARICOM member states in
January 2006 and the prospective for the rest of the CARICOM member states
to join in the near future creates favourable conditions for a privileged partner 
ship based relationship between the European Community and CARICOM.
Secondment of experts from Member States and European institutions to help
addressinstitutionalfunctioning aswellasother concrete technicalaspectsof
regional integration, such as customs and trade facilitations measures, could
be an area of future regional cooperation.
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instrument of the region based within the CDB, and the new Regional
Development Fund could be natural partners of the EU regional development
assistance in the Caribbean. These solidarity based regional level funds could
also be important instruments for the EU to channel its future assistance and
reinforce the integration process.
The timely conclusion of the EPAs process is a strategic area of importance to
the future of the Caribbean region. A well defined and credible integration
agenda and functioning internal market are the necessary pillars for a successful
outcome of the EPA negotiations.This integration process is of strategic import 
ance to the future of the economy of the Caribbean region. The development
dimension should be further strengthened so as to better help the Caribbean
region achieve strategic targets of global competitiveness. The EPA, which will
properly take account of existing asymmetries between the two areas, shall
allow the region to maintain and even improve itsaccessto the EU market. The
EU’s policy will be to further strengthen the development dimension of EPAs
so as to better help the Caribbean region achieve their strategic targets of
global competitiveness. As it enters its third phase, the EU will intensify its
support to the EPA process so as to make sure that an agreement is concluded
by 2007. In this context, it will promote progressive integration of financial
markets as well as the development of an appropriate regulatory framework
based on transparency.
Trade related assistance is being provided to the Caribbean to strengthen in 
country and regional trade policy and negotiation capacity, to assist countries
with the negotiation and implementation of the WTO agreements and EPAs, as
well as other concurrent trade negotiations.
The removal of current barriers to intra regional trade and investment and the
establishment of more stable, transparent and predictable rules and reliable
institutions will contribute significantly to the growth of national and regional
economies.
In order to be able to benefit more from increased opportunities to trade and
to ensure that benefits from increased trade are distributed more evenly, trade
needs to be better integrated into national development strategies and in
particular into poverty reduction strategies. The EU should assist the region
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in this process so as to enable Caribbean governments to effectively use
trade as a policy tool to reduce poverty.
The EU strongly encourages and supports efforts to expand trade and economic
links to the wider Caribbean region and notably the French DOMs and the UK
and NL OCTs, and to Central and Latin America.
Programmes for the restructuring of traditional sectors and enhancing competi 
tiveness and promoting economic diversification have been put in place for
bananas, rice, rum and sugar.
In its proposal for reform, the Commission committed itself to accompanying
the adaptation process required in those countries. In this context a
Regulation on “Establishing Accompanying Measures for Sugar Protocol
Countries Affected by the Reform of the EU Sugar Regime” was adopted in
2005, outlining actions to be funded under the budget 2006 2013. Support
will be provided on the basis of National Adaptation Strategies, prepared by
the Sugar Protocol countries. Foreseen measures could include: (i) Supporting
sustainable improvement of the competitiveness of the cane sector, (ii)
Promoting diversification of sugar dependent areas, (iii) Addressing broader
adaptation needs, including mitigation of social impacts.
Key to the successful mitigation of exogenous economic shocks is comprehen 
sive national strategies for restructuring and recovery including the social
dimension, fully embedded within overall national and regional development
strategies. Such national and regional strategies for reform should accommo 
date the provision of EU aid through general or sectoral budget support at
regional and national level. This would further strengthen national and region 
al institutions as well as democratic accountability. It would also reinforce
coherence in strategic planning and programming and coordination of the
development cooperation between the European Community, CARICOM and
the individual countries.
Supportshould be provided to the civilsocietyand the non state actors(NSA).
Support will mainly be aimed at enhancing the capacity building efforts of the
civil society and the non state actors including social partners.
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medium size enterprises that are expected to be the driving force behind sus 
tainable growth and job creation.
EU Research and DevelopmentPolicy: The EU Research FrameworkProgrammes
encourage international cooperation with Caribbean countries and value the
potential to reinforce the partnership with that region.
Caribbean countries will benefit from new mechanisms which are being put in
place under the 7
th EU Research Framework Programme (2007 2013) such as
exchange of researchers and coordination of the bi lateral cooperation pro 
grammes vis-à-vis EU Member States and Third Countries. Moreover, Science and
Technology Promotion Platforms recently launched with Latin America and the
Caribbean region willfurther develop these possibilitiesin a wide regionalcontext.
The EU has supported in the past and will continue its support if required to
the CARTAC, the Caribbean Technical Assistance Centre, spearheaded by the
IMF, which provides technical assistance on economic and fiscal reform.
The EIB which has a solid track record of development activities in the region
should also continue its activities in support of regional integration, private
sector and the socio economic infrastructure in the Caribbean.
Interconnection, whether in the form of air, sea and land transportation is a
major element in regional integration and cooperation. The EU has a history of
support to the sector of regional transport through the funding of airports,
ports, maritime transport, roads and through support to institutional aspects
of the transport sector. Interconnectivity programmes, possibly linking with
existing programmes in the DOMs and in Latin America will be encouraged.
EU policy will be to continue its support in the area of interconnection, includ 
ing infrastructure, to encourage the efforts of the individual countries and of
the region to enhance their intra region transport, ensure the closer coordina 
tion of their transport policies and liberalise the air transport sector.
Supportwillalso be considered in the areasofenergyinterconnection, including
grid access to electricity from renewable energy sources and of energy efficiency
e.g. by cutting systems losses.
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international situation and with the need to embark on structural reforms and
economic transition from their traditional sectors towards higher added value
products and services is a key objective. In order to achieve this goal, the
Caribbean must modernise their states, redefine their overall public sector,
reform their government finances, reduce dependence upon import revenues
and enhance competitiveness to improve the investment climate so as to create
the conditions of sustainable and jobs creating growth.
Key to successful socio economic transition is the establishment and effective
implementation of national long term strategies by the region and the
Governments of the Caribbean states. These National strategies must be the
basis for all donor cooperation on the regional and national level. All EU aid,
irrespective of source or instrument, will be committed in full coherence with
national development strategies. For ECdevelopment aid this will apply to 10
th
EDF development cooperation as well as all commodity specific instruments,
including but not limited to sugar and bananas, and STABEX.
The EU will continue and strengthen its support to the sectors of Environmental
Management and Natural Disaster Management, with emphasis on climate
change adaptation and mitigation, early warning, prevention, recovery and
rehabilitation.
The EU will support the current efforts of the Caribbean to engage into a
proactive agenda to jointly manage structural environmental challenges such
as climate change, chemicals and wastes, as well as limited and fragile
coastal, marine, biodiversity, land and freshwater resources. Institutional
and legislative framework improvement, capacity building and civil society
and local population’s involvement will form part of the strategy.
Cooperation in international fora relative to climate change and environmental
management will be enhanced.
EU support to the tourism sector must also incorporate the environmental
dimension and particularly waste management and coastalzone development.
The EU has supported the creation of environmentally managed areas such as
the Iwokrama project in Guyana and national parks creation in Grenada,
Dominica and elsewhere.
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Caribbean Environment Corporation aimed at strengthening of regional cap 
acity in conservation, management and sustainable development of regional
amenity areas (marine, terrestrial, watersheds), illustrated that institutional
weaknesses exist in regional bodies which need to be addressed. The EU will
therefore also contribute to the building of institutional capacity for environ 
mental management.
CARIFORUM could be supported to train adequate numbers of professionals,
to develop a regional action plan, to adopt common approaches to natural
resource management, global warming and climate change, to strengthen
regional institutional capacities and promote the sustainable use of its bio 
diversity for commercial purposes.
Environmentally friendly renewable energies could offer the Caribbean much in
terms of enhancing the environment but also in economic terms. The EU will
promote the pursuit of opportunities in the renewable energies sector, includ 
ing the promotion of cooperation within the wider Caribbean region and the
sharing of best practices and know how amongst partner countries. In the
second half of 2006 the Finnish presidency of the EU will in the context of the
Energyand EnvironmentPartnership with CentralAmerica (EPP) organise a con 
ference under the name "European Union Meets Latin America on Renewable
Energies" in which the EU will strongly support active Caribbean participation.
The Energy sector in the Caribbean will be eligible for support from the Energy
facility, and particular emphasiswillbe placed on promoting renewable energies.
The EU will contribute significantly to increase the region’s capacity in Natural
Disaster Management at all levels, with emphasis on riskreduction, prepared 
ness, early warning, prevention, mitigation and recovery, rehabilitation and
reconstruction.
Early warning, especially in the case of hurricanes, is technically feasible and
the region’s capacity has been enhanced through the 8
th EDF Radar Warning
System (€13.2 million, 2003 06). This programme will contribute to mitigate
the economic, social and environmental losses arising from adverse weather
conditions, to improve weather data for sensitive productive activities and to
develop early warning and public awareness systems.
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strategy for a comprehensive disaster management plan. Such a plan must be
holistic in scope also covering issues such as building codes, insurance, rapid
response mechanisms including in the area of public security, telecommuni 
cations etc.
Support will give continuity to the programmes developed by ECHO, through the
DIPECHO programme, and earlier EDF funding in association with CDERA and
other strategic partners. DIPECHO (Disaster Preparedness ECHO) has been con 
tributing to the improvement of capacity in the protection and preparedness of
communities at risk, with focus on the interrelationship of the various levels of
action (local, provincial, national and regional) and on initiatives that can be
reproducing, and on the co ordination ofdonor efforts. Crossfertilisation ofbest
practices with the French DOM and other EU OCTs, will be strongly supported.
The EU will seek means of streamlining responses to natural disasters.
Emergency aid through international partners is immediately allocated and
rapidly delivered, however, the phase of rehabilitation, recovery and recon 
struction requires strengthening. New and faster disbursing arrangements will
be actively considered within a pre committed financing arrangement.
Regional approaches to Natural Disaster Management are an imperative in the
Caribbean. The size of most countries is such that disasters can affect over
90% of the country, as in the recent case of Grenada, necessitating immediate
external assistance from the region.
Natural Disaster Management was one of the four priority areas retained for
Caribbean ACP/OCT/DOM co operation.
Exchanges of experience and know how with countries of the wider
Caribbean, notably Cuba, will also be actively promoted in the context of
regional cooperation.
The EU Natural Disaster Facility that has been decided in 2005 and which will
be a part of the 10
th EDF development finance arrangements of the Cotonou
Agreement will be a major step, particularly in addressing the area of prepared 
ness. Bridging funding has been agreed to cover the period until the coming
into force of the new funding and to assist in the design of the facility itself.
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Tackling the major vulnerabilities in the Caribbean region will help the coun 
tries to both improve their economic competitiveness and ensure a better
socio economic cohesion. The EU’s overarching development objective is to
assist all the countries in the region to achieve their long term development
goals in a self sustaining manner. This includes the generalized achievement
of MDGs and poverty reduction, reversing the trend of HIV/AIDS prevalence,
the consolidation and building upon the region’s Human Development
achievements and the ambition expressed by some of the Caribbean MICs to
join the ranks of the developed states by 2020, at the expiry of the current
Cotonou Agreement.
Support to the efforts of the individual Caribbean states and of the region to
tackle HIV/AIDS as well as other important endemic health problems in the
region, including malaria, dengue fever, acquired diabetes and cardiovascular
problems, is a political priority of EU development cooperation.
The EU will support interventions for health by strengthening health systems,
with special emphasis on human resources, and by increasingly working
through sector wide approaches and sector budget support.
The EU is supporting the replenishment of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria with a view to maximising benefits for developing
countries. In addition, the EU is contributing to the development of new drugs
and vaccines against communicable diseases, inter alia through the European
and Developing countries Clinical Trials Partnerships (EDCTP). In response to
the Council’s request(
27), the Commission will, together with the Member
States, develop a roadmap on possible joint action based on the European
Programme for Action to confront HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis(
28). The
EU will, in thiscontext, promote synergiesand provide a coherentand coordin 
ated response to the three diseases across relevant policy areas(
29). In this
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HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis through external action”.
(28)  Commission Communication of 24 April 2005 (COM (2005) 179 final).
(29) Selected areas of action include affordable pharmaceutical products, regulatory capacity,
human resources in the health sector, and research and development of new tools
and interventions.
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sense, the Commission has adopted a Communication on combating
HIV/AIDS within the European Union and the Neighbouring countries(
30).
The EU has been at the forefront of international efforts to ensure access to
essential medicines for developing countries. These efforts contributed to the
adoption of the Doha Declaration on TRIPs and public health in November
2001, which confirmsthe rightofWTO membersto use flexibilitiesin the TRIPs
Agreement, including issuing compulsory licenses of pharmaceutical prod 
ucts, for reasons of public health. The EU will also support a better linkage
between the fight against communicative diseases and the strengthening of
health services with special attention to vulnerable groups.
The EU will support the regionalisation of co operation in health services.
There are already examples of a regional approach to the health sectors with 
in for example the OECS where there is a joint pharmaceuticals procurement
programme aiming at economies of scale and the new St Lucia Hospital is
intended to provide certain specialitiesfor the sub region. Thisisalso the case
with certain other medical facilities in the region and in the French DOM.
EU support will be focused on the development and implementation of region 
al and national strategies addressing both the supply and demand reduction
aspects of the problem and the associated issues of drugs related crime. It is
necessary to strengthen regional co ordination of the various drug control pro 
grammes by reinforcing relevant, sustainable regional institutions. Long term
objectives are to ensure full integration of drug related policies into regional
development strategies as well as into the social, economic and political fabric
of the Caribbean.
With respect to demand reduction, the EU will support the region’s efforts to
increase levels of epidemiological surveillance, specialised training of profes 
sionals, revise national and regional action plans, place priority on public
health, education and research, link treatment and law enforcement, provide
specialised training and develop national and regional institutional cap 
acities, and co ordination of demand reduction projects. Regional capacity in
drugs control will be developed, enabling the regional institutions to plan, co 
ordinate and monitor demand reduction efforts throughout the region.
(30) COM (2005) 654 final.
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involvement in the international coordination against drugs trafficking,
improve regional capacities to disrupt flows, increase regional co operation,
expand regional co ordination in anti money laundering and provide spe 
cialised training and institutional capacity development.
Increased co ordination and co operation with Latin American and other coun 
tries and regions are key to the success of efforts in the area of drugs. Full
engagement by all partners in the Co ordination and Co operation Mechanism
on Drugs between the European Union, Latin America and the Caribbean will
facilitate the achievement of this objective.
The EU has long played an important role in supporting education in the
Caribbean, especially at secondary, tertiary and University level. This co 
operation will continue and be enhanced.
The successful EU supported Caribbean Examination Council (CXC) programme
of harmonisation of secondary level education qualifications will be supported
in its ongoing extension beyond the original English speaking zone.
Intra regional University co operation will be promoted, especially across lin 
guistic frontiers. Such cooperation has already been the subject of a successful
7
th EDF University level programme between the University of the West Indies
and the Universities of the Dominican Republic and Haiti.
Civil society and the non state actor University co operation will also be pro 
moted in the widest sense, eventually including Universities in the French
DOMs, the Dutch OCTs and beyond with Universities in Europe and in Latin
America. Twinning operations will be promoted.
Means of enhancing the quality of tertiary and university education through
networking, mobility of students and scholars and institutional support and
innovation, including the use of ICT and the establishment of a communications
infrastructure for the research and development sector should be supported.
Enhancing the qualityand effectivenessofhuman resourcesand enabling knowl 
edge based growth in order to improve learning skillsand thusbetter addressthe
needs of increasing knowledge based activity, including services constitute an
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budgetsupportshould be considered an importantcomponent. The effective use
ofICTsand supportto the private sector including through the InvestmentFacility
administered by the EIB, are essential ingredients for improving productivity and
competitiveness. The Caribbean diaspora in Europe is a natural ally in the efforts
of modernisation and re positioning of the economy in the Caribbean.
Tertiary, or post secondary education, should be supported, possibly in partner 
ship with the private sector in order to provide the appropriate professional
skills in high demand in the restructured economies of the region, especially in
the area of Information and Communication Technology (ICT).
Distance learning isa keyelementin the Caribbean region given itsinsular and
geographically dispersed nature.
Following on from the Guadalajara EU LAC Summit, the EU is prioritising the
creation of a Common Higher Education Area between Europe, Latin America
and the Caribbean. The aim is to ensure that a substantial number of teachers
and students are invited to visit European universities during the period 2007 
2013. It will be the EU policy to promote the fullest possible participation of
the Caribbean region in these initiatives.
In the context of the 7
th RTD Framework Programme that will come into force in
2007, the EU should facilitate networking between researchers from non EU
countries working in the EU and research organisations in their countries of
origin. The co operation with the research centres of the French outermost
regions should also be encouraged in this framework.
Sectoral Budget support, wherever possible, should be considered as a privil 
eged instrument for interventions in the education sector.
5. Being more effective 
A number of structural problems impact on aid mobilisation and are also a
source of tension in EU Caribbean relations. The Caribbean countries benefit
from EDF funding and also from a number of other budgetary instruments but
there has been insufficient coherence and complementarity among the various
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funded. Additionally, the existence of a large number of small projects covering
a wide range of sectors, in combination with often cumbersome procedural
requirements, places an unmanageable burden on small and weak national
and regional implementing bodies and government institutions. This is also a
problem for the EC Delegations in the region. 
Coordinated efforts are needed from both the EU and Caribbean side, drawing
on the long experience of the past, in order to build a more structured and
mature cooperation better adapted to the specificities of the Caribbean region.
Regional and National Support Strategies should have a high degree of coher 
ence and the resulting Regional and National Indicative Programmes should,
as much as possible, be mutually reinforcing. The principle of subsidiarity,
reserving for the national or regional level what is best addressed at each
level, should guide the selection of actions under the RIP and NIPs. Budget
Support at national level, and contribution agreements with regional bodies,
should be utilised wherever possible. Budget support programmes offer many
potential advantages, including encouraging greater ownership, lowering
transaction costs and more effective use of aid. Budget support will also
stronglyassiststructuraltransformation especiallywhen delivered in a context
characterized by the existence and implementation of a single sound national
or regional development policy. As a matter of practice budget support will be
provided in parallel with the obligation to provide transparent and accountable
financial and administrative management of development funds.
At the national level, EU assistance will be articulated around a single national
development strategy which will encompass all EC instruments including EDF,
special funding related to bananas, sugar, rice and rum and also all other EC
budget lines and facilities. Instruments such as the new Regional Development
Fund could be considered as one of the potential conduits of the EU regional
development assistance in the Caribbean.
Synergies between ACP, OCT and DOM development programmes will be
actively encouraged, as well as with EU programmes involving Latin America.
The European Commission has proposed in early 2006 a common format for a
Joint Framework for multi annual planning to be applicable to all EU Member
States plus an EU action plan to monitor implementation of coordination.
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Brief Overview of existing regional organisations 
and bilateral actors in the Caribbean area
The Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS)(
31) is the inner circle of
Caribbean economic/monetary integration, incorporating seven of the smaller
Caribbean states. Established in 1981, its main objective is economic integra 
tion among its member states. The OECS has a single currency and an Eastern
Caribbean Central Bank.
The Caribbean Community CARICOM(
32) was created in 1973 by the Treaty of
Chaguaramas. The completion of the Caribbean Single Market and Economy
(CSME) is the current major leap forward in regional integration for the CARICOM
Group. The CSME recently came into being on January 30
th, 2006, through the
affiliation of a core group of states. The OECS member states have delayed
accession due to concerns over their ability to fully benefit from the Single
Market. The Regional Development Fund is being created to address these
concerns. Functional collaboration efforts have resulted in a number of very
successful regional ventures.
For CARIFORUM see Annex I 
For LAC see Annex I
The Dominican Republic has a Free Trade agreement with CARICOM, signed in
1998. Of late there is renewed debate over the possibility that the Dominican
Republic would possibly participate in the Caribbean Single Market and
Economy. The Dominican Republic is also involved in the Caribbean EPA nego 
tiations with the EU. Its participation in the Central American Free Trade Area
(CAFTA) also offers opportunities for building bridges between the different
regional economic integration processes.
Cuba is the only country of the ACP group that is not member of the Cotonou
agreement. Cuba, however, ismember ofthe CARIFORUM group, which provides
a platform for continuous dialogue with that country. A number of Trade and
ANNEX II
(31) Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia and 
St Vincent and the Grenadines. Anguilla and the BVI are associate members.
(32) Caribbean Community CARICOM: www.caricom.org
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While the two sides have substantial differences in matters of democratic gov 
ernance and human rights there is a measure of political cooperation.
The Caribbean has traditionally supported calls in international bodies to lift
the US embargo on Cuba and have strongly supported its integration into
CARIFORUM and the ACP group.
Cuban developmentassistance iscrucialto the Caribbean in the health sector.
Many Caribbean students train in Cuba which also supports technical assis 
tance to health in many of the Caribbean countries with over 1,000 medical
doctors and nurses in the region counter balancing the brain drain to Europe
and the USA.
The existing objectives of the EU policy with Cuba are to foster civil society
development in its widest possible sense, strengthening institutional cap 
acities and assisting in administrative, legal and economic reform.
Both the EU and the Caribbean have to consider the present and the evolution
of the situation in Cuba. The regional context, through Cuba’s membership of
the CARIFORUM group will offer an effective platform for addressing related
political and economic issues.
Relations with Central America
The Caribbean shares many goals and challenges with Central America arising
from the factthatboth the Caribbean and CentralAmerica include smalldevel 
oping nations. Belize, a member of CARICOM is also a member of the Central
American Integration System. A CARICOM – Central America Forum has existed
since 1992 to promote closer relations. Costa Rica and CARICOM also con 
cluded a Free Trade Agreementin 2003. Bananasare, ofcourse, one ofthe major
issues on which Central America and the Caribbean do not see eye to eye.
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The Association of Caribbean States (ACS) established in 1994 comprises
25 Caribbean and Central American Member State(
33). The objectives of the ACS
are the strengthening of the regional co operation and integration process, with
a view to creating an enhanced economic space in the region; preserving the
environmental integrity of the Caribbean Sea which is regarded as the common
patrimony of the peoples of the region and promoting the sustainable develop 
ment of the Greater Caribbean. 
An issue of concern is that of the relations between Belize and Guatemala.
Guatemala recognised Belize's independence in 1992, but the relations
between the two countries have been strained by a dispute. Guatemala
claims rights over a portion of the Belizean territory which Belize rejects, in
addition to an extension of its exit to the Caribbean Sea. Belize has shown
flexibility on the exit to the Sea, but less on the territorial claims. Under the
auspices of the OAS and, after protracted negotiations, dialogue was again
engaged leading in September 2005 to an “Agreement on a Framework for
Negotiations and Confidence Building Measures” (CBM). This is to serve as a
basis for the talks toward a final settlement between the two countries and
includes a wide variety of topics, ranging from the Adjacency Zone where the
OAS operates to the migrations of Guatemalans in the border area and the
possibility of a juridical settlement.
Belize has become an observer member of the San Jose Political dialogue
mechanism which vis a vis political dialogue shall cover all aspects of mutual
interest and any other international issues.
Relations with Latin America
Venezuela – Caribbean relations are currently characterised by efforts to en 
hance trade and investment. Venezuela has a border dispute with Guyana, and
over the Aves Island, a sand bar located just 70 miles to the west of Dominica.
(33) ACS Member States: Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti,
Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent and
the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela. Associate Member: Aruba,
France (on behalf of French Guiana, Guadeloupe and Martinique) and the Netherlands
Antilles. Observer Countries: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Ecuador, Egypt, Finland, India,
Italy, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Korea, Morocco, Peru, Russia, Spain, Turkey, Ukraine,
and the United Kingdom.
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has agreed to finance US$ 17 billion in oil sales during the next ten years in the
region. Caribbean countries buy oil on market value but only a certain amount
is needed up front; the remainder can be paid through a 25 year financing
agreement on a rate of 1% interest. In addition it allows for nations to pay part
of the cost with other products provided to Venezuela, such as bananas, rice,
and sugar. 12 of the 15 members of CARICOM plus Cuba and the Dominican
Republic signed the agreement on September 7th. Haiti may soon join. There
are political and economic concerns on the sustainability of the scheme and as
to its impact on regional unity given that Trinidad & Tobago are oil producers
and had specific arrangements to supply the CARICOM region.
The Rio Group – The Caribbean is represented in the Rio Group through the
Dominican Republicand Guyana (acting for CARICOM). The Rio Group offerspos 
sibilities to the Caribbean to reach out and engage their Latin American neigh 
bours in the key areas of expanding political cooperation among the member
states; coordinating common positions on international issues; cooperation
within regional organizations addressing problems and conflicts, improving
inter American relations and the joint exploration of new fields of cooperation.
Brazil has not had a big presence in the Caribbean until the advent of the Lula
Government which saw a renewed diplomatic offensive to establish ties
between the two regions. Brazil borders Suriname and Guyana and there have
been efforts in the past to establish a Brazilian outlet for its northern provinces
through the funding of a road link. Wildcat Brazilian miners operate in southern
Guyana and Suriname. Brazil is in charged of all UN security forces in Haiti.
The Organisation of American States
Central America and the Caribbean hold regular consultations in the context of
the Organization of the American States (OAS) and the two regions have been
collaborating in the context of the FTAA.
The Caribbean states represent 40% of the membership of the OAS and there 
fore are a considerable political force within the organisation. With the
Caribbean’s fifteen votes, the OAS offers a platform for the region to make its
voice heard. The OAS collaborates closely with CARICOM on election observa 
tion missions within the region.
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The United States – Since 2001 the US have launched a new initiative qualify 
ing the region as part of their “third border” reversing somewhat a trend which
saw a declining US interest in the region accompanied by a drop in USAID
development activities. Notwithstanding the importance of the relationship
with the US in terms of trade, investment, tourism, migrant transfers etc, they
are also significant divergence of views on a number of issues including Cuba,
Taiwan, Haiti, unilateralism, the ICC and other issues.
The US has traditionally been one of the favoured destinations of migration,
both legal and illegal, for the Caribbean. Caribbean diaspora communities are
a consequential political force in several US states. The US policies of active
recruitment of certain professions in the regions such as teachers and medical
personnel, contributes significantly to the brain drain.
In terms of security, drugs and crime, the main concerns of the US include
drugs trafficking from Latin America, money laundering, terrorism finance and
the possibility of the rise of radical groups in the region possibly related to
areas where there is a substantial Muslim segment in the population. The US
policy to expel and repatriate all persons of Caribbean origin, even second
generation resident in the USif they are convicted of any crime, is contributing
to increasing violent criminality in the region.
After years of steady contraction USAID development aid operations are again
on the rise. Countryofficeswhich had been shutdown are being re opened and
generally USAID is more active and visible on the ground especially in relation
to Natural Disaster Relief and emergency Aid.
Trade programs have been established known collectively as the Caribbean
Basin Initiative (CBI), and are intended to facilitate the economicdevelopment
and export diversification of the Caribbean Basin economies.
The FTAA –The effortto unite the economiesofthe Americasinto a single free
trade area began at the Summit of the Americas, which was held in December
1994 in Miami, U.S.A. The HeadsofState and Governmentofthe 34 countries
in the region agreed to construct a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) in
which barriers to trade and investment will be progressively eliminated.
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was the year 2005. However, this target was not achieved and negotiations
are still on going.
As the proposed agreement includes draft intellectual property provisions that
would restrict access to affordable medicines included in the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) special attention needs to be paid to the FTAA negotiations.
Canada is a long standing friend of the Caribbean. Canada and the Caribbean
enjoy a long history of close commercial, investment, cultural and political
ties. Canada is also home to a very large Caribbean diaspora which is gradually
evolving as a political force.
In 1986 Canada established CARIBCAN, an economic and trade development
assistance programme for the Commonwealth Caribbean countries and terri 
tories. Under the programme 96% of Caribbean exports enter Canada duty free.
Canadian businesses, especially in the financial services sector have estab 
lished themselvesin the Caribbean benefiting from taxation treatieswith certain
Caribbean countries.
Within the FTAA the Caribbean perceives Canada as being an ally supporting
the region’s concerns related to its impact and issues regarding small
economies and small states.
With about C$2.7 billion in aid since 1963, the Caribbean is the highest per
capita recipient of Canadian Official Development Assistance. CIDA currently
provides about C$80 million in assistance to the region each year.(
34)
Other international relations actors
China has diplomatic relations with 11(
35) countries in the region. Recent
years have seen an increased activity in China – Caribbean relations. China’s
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(34) Source: CIDA.
(35) Although the Dominican Republic, Haiti, St Kitts and Nevis and St. Vincent and the Grenadines
continue to have relations with Taiwan, China is actively pursuing the development of
relations with them as well maintaining commercial missions in both Haiti and the DR.
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its foreign relations. China’s Caribbean policy is articulate around basic axes:
the Taiwan issue, cooperation in the UN, investment and trade interests and
cultural exchanges. China is gradually emerging as a major donor in the
Caribbean and has recently earmarked US 1 billion for the region. China is a
member of the Caribbean Development Bank since 1998 with a 5.77% capital
stake. Areas of assistance include agriculture, maritime transport infrastruc 
ture etc and also include showcase projects, especially sports facilities
related to the allimportantcricketsector and particularlythe CricketWorld cup
which will be hosted by the Caribbean in 2007.
According to Chinese statistics, the trade volume between China and the
Caribbean in 2004 totalled US$ 2 billion, a 42.5% year on year increase.
Importantly, several Caribbean countries have been listed as “official” tourism
destinations for Chinese tourists which could mean a major boost in tourism
revenues.
Japan has mostly bilateral ties with individual countries although recently co 
operation with CARICOM was launched through a partnership for Stability and
Development which will provide support for economic and social development.
Fisheries are an area of substantial interest in the relations with the region.
The Bretton Woods Institutions – The IMF and the World Bank are also oper 
ational in the Caribbean. In the case of the Latin America and the Caribbean,
the Inter American Development Bank (IDB) augments the work conducted at
the World Bank level. The IMF supports economic reform in some Caribbean
countries whereas all of them are subject to regular Article IV IMF consulta 
tions. Over the years loans have been granted to a broad spectrum of projects
in the Caribbean region such as economic and social infrastructure disaster
management, debt relief, water and sanitation, land management reforms,
information technology equipment and capacity building and others.
The ILO is also present in the region. The number of ratifications in the region
of core labour standards conventions and other international labour conven 
tions is increasing. However the effective application requires, as in other
regions, additional efforts in terms of better enforcement, more effective
labour market governance, social dialogue and technical cooperation.
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36)





allocations in millions € (1986 1990) (1991 1995) (1996 2000) (2000 2007)
Antigua & Barbuda  4.500.000  3.500.000  4.500.000  3.000.000 
Bahamas 4.000.000 4.400.000  4.500.000  4.500.000 
Barbados 5.000.000 5.000.000  8.000.000  6.800.000 
Belize 8.000.000  9.000.000  9.500.000  8.800.000 
Dominica 6.000.000  5.500.000  6.500.000  15.700.000 
Dominican Republic 0  85.000.000  106.000.000  176.000.000 
Grenada 5.500.000  6.500.000  6.500.000  7.400.000 
Guyana 22.100.000 32.800.000  32.000.000  48.000.000 
Haiti 0  112.500.000  148.000.000  239.000.000 
Jamaica 40.200.000  49.700.000  60.000.000  100.000.000 
St. Kitts & Nevis 3.500.000  2.500.000  3.000.000  4.000.000 
St. Lucia  6.000.000  5.000.000  6.000.000  19.500.000 
St. Vincent & the Grenadines 7.000.000 5.400.000  6.000.000  21.000.000 
Suriname 24.000.000  27.000.000  32.500.000  19.100.000 
Trinidad & Tobago  15.000.000  18.100.000  21.000.000  17.900.000 
Total Caribbean ACP States
150.800.000 371.900.000  454.000.000  690.700.000 
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(36) Grants and loans. 
(37) NIP (Eurostat).
(38) Banana Budget line 210318.
(39) Allocated to WIRSPA (West Indies Rhum and Spirits Procedures Association).
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37) SYSMIN STABEX BANANA(
38) SUGAR TOTAL
(1986 2007)
15.500.000 0 0 0 0 15.500.000 
17.400.000 0 0 0 0 17.400.000 
24.800.000 0 0 0 2.074.000 26.874.000 
35.300.000 0 0 21.770.000 2.702.000 59.772.000 
33.700.000 0 45.125.771,64 41.810.000 0 120.635.771 
367.000.000 23.353.363 0 0 0 390.353.363 
25.900.000 0 15.972.927,96 0 0 41.872.927,96 
134.900.000 15.973.504 0 4.000.000 5.037.000 159.910.504 
499.500.000 0 35.611.523,63 0 0 535.111.523 
249.900.000 94.936.162 9.405.120,72 33.640.000 4.641.000 392.522.282 
13.000.000 0 0 0 2.531.000 15.531.000,00 
36.500.000 0 74.736.647,58 56.805.000 0 168.041.647 
39.400.000 0 63.779.648,19 40.510.000 0 143.689.648 
102.600.000 0 0 17.470.000 0 120.070.000 
72.000.000 0 0 0 2.492.000 74.492.000 
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Caribbean socio-economic and vulnerability table
Population GDP per capita  GDP growth % Total public debt Government Overall fiscal
(2005) (1998 2003) (% of GDP) expenditures balance 
(% of GDP) (% of GDP)
23.6 M 3640 US$ 2 96 32   6
FDI Under five mortality rate  % of population  HIV/AIDS % of girls to boys Gross primary
(% of GDP,  (per 1000 births without access (% of population in primary and secondary completion 
1998 2003) in 2002) to water aged 15-49) education in 2001 (%)




















































































(40) IMF and World Bank (WDI).
Caribbean ACP States Population GDP  Total Public Govt Overall Fiscal Current Public Foreign Direct
per Capita Debt Expenditure Balance  Account investment Investments
Balance
(in thousands per 2003) (US$   2003) (% of GDP) (% of GDP) (% of GDP) (% of GDP) (% of GDP) (% of GDP)
1997           2003 1990 97      1998 03 1990 97     1998 03 1990 97     1998 03 1990 97     1998 03 1990 97    1998 03
Antigua & Barbuda  73 11,124 102 142 n.a 29  5  8  4.4  10.4 n.a. 23 7 6
Bahamas 314 16,691 46 48 n.a n.a  2   2  3.6  10.6 n.a. n.a. 1 3
Barbados 270 9,651 62 84 27 37  3  5 2.8  5.0 11 10 1 1
Belize 256 3,891 41 100 n.a 31  6  11  4.0  15.1 11 8 3 3
Dominica 79 3,554 61 122 35 41  3  8  18.4  14.8 19 10 11 5
Dominican Republic 8,745 1,825 23 56 16 18  3  3  3.3  2.0 15 18 2 5
Grenada 80 4,103 42 113 31 37  4  7  17.2  24.3 25 12 8 14
Guyana 765 911 211 179 38 44  4  6  17.3  14.5 18 18 13 7
Haiti 8,326 460 n.a. 44 9 10  4  4  1.8  1.2 n.a. n.a. 0 0.2
Jamaica 2,651 2,962 103 142 28 35 0.2  9  2.9  8.0 24 27 3 6
St. Kitts & Nevis.  42 7,641 86 171 30 43  2  11  19.2  25.9 40 37 12 20
St. Lucia  149 4,048 36 69 27 29  1  3  11.5  12.8 13 17 8 3
St. Vincent & the Grenadines 120 3,329 48 73 31 33  1  4  17.8  16.9 19 21 13 12
Suriname 436 2,470 24 44 n.a 36  4  6 1.0  9.0 46 42  4  3

































































































































Turks & Caicos 
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List of abbreviations
ACP Africa, Caribbean and Pacific States
ACS Association of Caribbean States
ALBA Iniciativa Bolivariana para las Americas
CARICOM Caribbean Community and Common Market
CARIFORUM Forum of Caribbean ACP States
CARTAC Caribbean Technical Assistance Centre
CBI Caribbean Basin Initiative
CBTPA Caribbean Basin Trade Partnership Act of 2000
CDB Caribbean Development Bank
CDERA Caribbean Disaster Emergency Response Agency
CET Common External Tariff
CFD Caribbean Forum for Development
CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
CIT Caribbean Information Technologies
CKLN Caribbean Knowledge and Learning Network
CRNM Caribbean Regional Negotiating Machinery
CSME Caribbean Single Market and Economy
CSP Country Strategy Paper
CTO Caribbean Tourism Organization
CXC Caribbean Examination Council
DIPECHO Disaster Preparedness ECHO 
DFID UK’s Department for International Development
DOM French overseas departments
ECCU Eastern Caribbean Currency Union
ECLAC Economic Commission for Latin America
EDF European Development Fund 
EIB European Investment Bank
EPA Economic Partnership Agreement
EU LAC European Union – Latin American and Caribbean
FAO Food and Agricultural Organization
FDI Foreign Direct Investment
FTA Free Trade Agreement
FTAA Free Trade Area of the Americas
FTZ Free Trade Zones
GDP Gross Domestic Product
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GNP Gross National Product
HDI Human Development Indicators
HIPIC Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
ICT Information and Communication Technology
IDB Inter American Development Bank
ILO International Labour Organization
IMF International Monetary Fund
LAC Latin America and the Caribbean
LDC Least Developed Countries
LIC Low Income Countries
MDC More Developed Countries
MDG Millennium Development Goals
MIC Middle Income countries
NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement
OAS Organization of American States
ODA Official Development Assistance
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
OECS Organization of Eastern Caribbean States
OCT Overseas Countries and Territories
R&D Research and Development
RDF Regional Development Fund 
RNM Regional Negotiating Machinery
RSP Regional Strategy Paper
SALW Small Arms and Light Weapons
SDF Special Development Fund 
SMEs Small and Medium Size Enterprises
TRIPs Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights
USAID United States Agency for International Development
WDI World Development Indicators
WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction
WHO World Health Organization
WTO World Trade Organization
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European Commission
Directorate-General for Development
and Relations with African, Caribbean and Pacific States
Post Address
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 Brussels
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